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In spite of his resistance Ted Brown was lifted into the car and tied there. Then the angry
c·opper miners proceeded to push the car away from the mouth of the shaft
toward the incline leading to the river.
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THE BOY ·COPPER MINER
o;

TED BROWN'S RISE

TO RICHES

By A SELF-MADE MAN
CHAPTER I.
THE BULLY OF THE :MINE.

"Gee ! .But I'm glad work is over for the day. I'm
about fagged out."
Thus spoke Ted Brown, a sturdy, good-looking boy, with
a deeply tanned countenance, as a shrill whistle resounded
through the narrow, rugged tunnel, deep down in the
ground, where a group of copper miners, each with a small
lamp in the front of his hat and a pickaxe or shovel in his
hand, were following up the operations of a power drill that
was boring a way further and further from the perpendicular main shaft which led up two hundred feet or more to the
surface of the earth.
Ted had been working in the Lookout copper mine near
Carson, l\fpntana, :for about three months, and in that short
time he had learned what it was to hustle for a living.
He had been born and brought up on a small farm in
Petersville, Iowa, and knew what it was to labor by the
sweat of his brow during the busy season ;1i but hard as he
had found farm work it was to a certain extent child's play
beside copper mining in the dark and noisome regions under
ground.
He had come West four months before to look up a piece
of property in the vicinity of Carson which had been left
him by his late uncle, Hiram Brown.
As he was under age 'his mother held it in trust for him.
Soon after the property had come to him Ted read in
the papers about the new discoveries of copper ore in Montana.

Learning that there were copper mines in operation m
the neighborhood of his property he began to figure that
there migqt be copper on his ground as well.
1:£ there was he felt that he was in line to become a rich
boy.
The more he thought the matter over the more eager he
became to investigate the question for himself.
Not without difficulty he persuaded his mother to let
him go West in order to satisfy his curiosity.
He brought a copy of the deed and the official survey of
his property with him, and after reaching Carson he found
no trouble in locating his land, which had been duly recorded in his name a short time before.
.
He spent a couple of weeks making inquiries among the
denizens of the wild and woolly district around Carson, but
nobody could throw any light on the character of his ground
beneath the surface.
So far as its upper er.rust went, he could see that for himself.
In extent it measured several acres, was more or less uneven, having a decided elevation at one point, and was
sparsely wooded.
A deep creek, that some people would have called a small
river, formed its eastern boundary, and ran southward for
a mile, when it emptied into one of Montana's numerous big
streams.
Ted found that the ground would have to be thoroughly
prospected by an expert before any reliable opinion could
be passed on the copper question.
This would cost money, and Ted had no money to spend
on such an investigation.
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Having reached the end o.f his tether, most boys would
have turned around and gone back home.
Ted, however, was different from most boys.
He wa a lacl 0£ grit ancl determination.
Having gol the idea into his crop that there was copper
on his pr.operty, he determined to remain West and push
·
the matter to a finish.
N ot being overburdened with cash, it was necessary for
him to get a job in order for him to pay his way.
He had the choice between going info a store in Carson
or tackling copper mining.
Ile chose the latter because, though the work was infinitely harder, he would gain a whole lot of practical experience in a line he was deeply interested in.
So he applied for work at the Lookout mine and was
employed.
After making the remark with which this chapter opens,
Ted slung his shovel over his shoulder and turned his dirtbegrimed face toward the main shaft, where a stout wooden
cage attached to a wire cable was waiting to carry the day
shift in sections to the surface above.
"Hello, Ted; glad you're alive?" asked a boy of about
his own age who had been working in the same tunnel, and
was waiting to accompany him to the main shaft.
"That's about all I am, Jesse," replied Ted, as they
.
started along together.
Ted and Jesse Dane had become sworn friends since the
first few days of the former's employment .in the mine.
Jesse was an orphan, the son of a miner who had lost his
life in the Lookout mine a year since.
He had worked long enough underground to be quite experienced at the business, and his advice and assistance
proved of great value to Ted during his first weeks on the
job.
"'fired, eh ?" grinned Jesse.
"I should say I am ! It's been a hard day."
"I don't see that there's much difference between one
day and another. They're all hard enough. Th~ copper we
dig out by the sweat of our brows makes some fortunate
people richer even while they're living on the fat of the
land and enjoying themselves. Sunday is the only time
we have for rest and recreation, and there isn't a whole lot
of pleasure to be found in this neighborhood."
"That's right, there isn't. Well, maybe some day I'll be
ri h myself."
"You're always thinking about that land of yours."
"Why not? You agree with me that there may be copper
in the ground. The whole region around here is said to be
more or less affected by the veins of ore."
"I've advised you to talk with the superintendent on the
subject. He might interest the owners of this mine so far
that they might be induced to have your ground prospected.
If it showed outcroppings of the ore they'd buy it from you
at a good price."
"Of course they'd buy it if they had some evidence 0£
the presence of copper ore on it; but they wouldn't give
anything near what it was worth in that case. It might
prove to be a valuable copper mine, worth a million or more,
but I'd come in for a mighty small share of its real value.
These copper barons are out for everything in sight, and as
they have the coin behind them they have a bulge on the
situation."

"That isn't any lie, I'll admit," replied Jesse, as they
walked up to a crowd of meh awaiting their turn to be lifted
up the shaft.
The cage came down and a rush was made to get into it.
Jesse sprang in and Ted was following, and had got one
leg over the side, when a big, surly-looking miner named
Tug Ralston grabbed him by the shoulder, pulled him forcib~y back, and coolly took his place.
'I'hose in the cage regarded this wanton act with evident
disapproval.
It was might against right, and not according to their
code of honor.
"What did you do that for, Tug Ralston?" demanded
Ted indignantly.
"Because it suited me," gnmted the stalwart miner.
"You wouldn't do it to one of your size, you big bully,"
cried Ted, who was hot under the collar over the act.
"Don't you give me none of your sass, young feller, or
I'll wring your neck,'' answered Ralston menacingly.
"You won't wring my neck-not if I know it,'' replied
Ted pluckily.
"Won't I?" snarled the man.
He hauled back and deliberately struck Ted in the face
with the palm of his horny hand.
Ted staggered back from the force of the blow, then as
the signal was given to hoist away he rushed forward and
smashed Ralston a blow in the eye with the full force of
his fist, and Ted's fist was not a soft one, either.
The man uttered an imprecation and made a spring to
reach the boy.
Ted eluded his grasp, though he reached far over the
side of the cage.
At that moment the cage started with a jerk, Ralston
lost his balance and fell out head first, taking a drop of
a dozen feet.
The ground was much harder than his cTaniqm, and so
the shock deprived him of consciousness.
Neither Ted nor the men who were yet to go up felt
much sympathy for the bully.
He was not generally liked, except possibly by two or three
cronies who a sociated with him, and who found it to their
_
interest to stand in with him.
The incident was regarded as rather erious by the men,
who knew the implacable side of the ruffian's character.
"I'm afraid you' e put your foot in it, my lad," said a
brawny miner. "You'll find that you've made an enemy of
Ralston, and he's a 9ad man to be up against."
"I don't care," replied Ted. "I w•on't let him or anybody else sit on my neck."
"You're a plucky chap," said the miner,' favoring Ted
with an admiring look. "We all agree that Ralston had
no right to pull you out of the cage, but that won't mend
matters. Tug is accustomed to do pretty much as he pleases,
for nobody cares to quarrel with him. He's lmown to be
quarrelsome and vindictive when opposed. Let me advise
you to steer clear of him, and at the same time. be on your
guard. He'd just as soon strike you behind your back as
not, even i.f you're only a boy. 1:£ the matter is reported
to the superintendent I wouldn't be surprised if Ralston
was discharged. I've heard that the super has only been
waiting for an excuse to get rid of him ever since he sent
. one of the men to the doctor with a fractured skull from a
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blow with his shoYel. He claimed it was an accident, but
there are reasons for ·believing it was done deliberately.
However, as the man died and the case couldn't be proved
against him nothini:{ was done; but he's regarded as an
eye-sore at the mine."
No one tried to bring Ralston to his senses.
He was propped up against one of the tunnel walls and
allowed to remain there till the cage came down again,
when he was lifted into it.
"Get in, lllY lad," said the miner.
Ted got in, the rest followed and they were soon brought
up to the mouth of the shaft. /
•CHAPTER II.
A RUN-IN WITH TUG RALSTON ON THE STREET.

Jesse Dane was waiting near the mouth of the shaft for
Ted to come up.
He and Ted roomed together in the same house on the
suburb of Carson about half a mile from the mine.
A dozen of the single men boarded there also.
The place was called the "Miners' Rest," and the front
room on the ground floor was fitted up as a saloon.
'l'he dining-room was just behind, with the kitchen in
the rear.
'l'he rudely furnished sleeping-rooms were on the two
floors above.
''Is he dead?" asked Jesse, observing the ghastly look on
'l'ug Ralston's face as the fellow was lifted from the cage
and borne to one of the sheds close by.
"No such luck," growled one of the miners, who privately
detested the bully. "The roof of the mine would have to
fall on him to give him his quietus."
"You had a great nerve to hit him the way you did,"
said Jesse to Ted. "He'll be down on you &fter this like a
thousand of brick."
"I ca:q't help that," replied Ted. "He struck me a cowardly blow and I gave him back as good."
"He'll get square with' you i;ome way, I'm afraid," said
Jesse, shaking his head.
" I'll watch out that he doesn't."
"You'll have to keep your eyes skinned all the time."
"I mean to. I know what he is."
'' He killed a man in thfl.mine seven months ago."
'' So I heard. Fractured his skull with his shovel."
" H e said it was done by accident, but the lllen think clifferen tly."
'"Re ought to have been discharged on general principles,
for he carries things with a' p1·etty high hand."
" I guess the super doesn't care to have a run-in with
him."
"The men seem a bit afraid of him."
"They are. They don't care to make an enemy of him."
"I suppose I have."
"The;e isn't much doubt about that."
"He's the biggest man in the mine. Only a coward and
a cur of his size would try to get back at .a boy like me."
"That's what he is."
"If he tackles me I'll do my 'best to defend myself."
"You won't stand much chance if he goes for you."
"I wish I had a gun. I'd be justified ib. uiini it against
him."

"If I were you l '. d ~uy a small revolver in Carson to ...
night. If he attacked you and you shot him nothing would
be 8.one to you."
"I5d be put in jail and would have to prove that I did
it in self-defense."
"I guess you could prove that easily enough. H is size
and reputation would be in your favor."
" I don't like the idea of being obliged to shoot even such
a brute as Tug Ralston."
"Better that than be killed yourself."
"Would he dare go as far as that? It would go pretty
ha~:d with him I think i£ he CJ.id tne up."
"I guess it would, but that wouldn' t do you any good.
It's best to be on the safe side."
"I do1''t intend to let the matter worry me, at any rate.
He doesn't work in our tunnel, so I don't think he'll be able
to take any advantage of me below. The men wouldn't let
him attack me openly."
"He'll lay for yciu above ground."
· "I won't let him get near me if I can help 'it."
"I'll stand by you. We'll go about together as we usually
do, anyway. He'll have to tackle both of us i£ he wants to
reach you."
"Thanks, Jesse. I know you'll do what you can for me."
"Bet your life I will."
They. had now reached their boarding-house, so they hur·
ried in to wash up and then go to supper.
The long table was crowded, but their places were wait·
ing for them.
Two rosy-cheeked y~ung women acted as waitresses.
Ted was a favorite with both of them, but Maggie Moss,
the smaller of the two, · regarded him as her especial property, for she always waited on the boys.
"Hello, Maggie; how's things?" sa.id Ted, as he took his
seat.
"IJovely," she replied with a smile.
" So 9<,re you," grinned Ted.
"No compliments, please. There's oxtail and vegetable
..
soup to-night-which will you have?"
"Give me the oxtail."
Jesse said he'd have the same, and the girl presently
brought two p1ates£ul.
"Roast beef or boiled mutton with capers?" asked the
girl.
" Mutton for me," answered Ted, and again J esse said
the same for him.
Coffee followed -and the meal wound up with rice pudding
•
.
full of raisins.
The boys !lte heartily and left the table feeling-good.
'l'hey got their hats and took a stroll into Carson.
·
There were a couple of dance halls in the town, and a
vaudeville show :which commenced at eight' o'clock.
Of plain saloons there were a-plenty, and all were well
patronized after dark.
There was a Methodist church and a Catholic chapel.
An entertainment, a quarter admission, had been announced to take place that evening in the basement of the
forlller.
·
It consisted of moving pictures descriptive of Oriental
lands, interspersed with music furnis11ed by a phonograph.
Ted and Jesse decided to take it in.
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The show proved to be well worth the money, and the
boys enjoyed it very much indeed.
It was over at ten o' clock.
When they cam~ out of the church and walked back toward their boarding-house they found the saloons on their
way in full blast.
As they passed one of them Tug Ralston, with his head
bound up, came out with two of his cronies.
He was pretty well loaded, but not so drunk but he
recognized Ted.
With a howl of concentrated rage he made a spring for
the boy.
·
He would have caught 'l'ed, who did not notice him in
time, but for Jesse.
Young Dane dropped in front of Ralston and the ruffian·
fell over him just as his :fingers clutched Ted by the shoulder.
Tug rolled into the gutter, swearing furiously.
Scrambling to his feet he drew a revolver from his hip
pocket and aimed it at J esse as the boy was getting up.
Ted, seeing his friend's peril, sprang forward and struck
up the drunken rascal's arm just as the revolver exploded.
The ball went through the rim of the hat of one of his
cronies, and then smashed a pane in the saloon window.
Ted grabbed his wrist to prevent him using the weapon
again.
Jesse piled in to help Ted.
A crowd of excited men poured out of the saloon.
Ralston, with a powerful swing, flung both boys from'
him, and fired at Ted, missing his head by the fraction of
an inch.
Before he could repeat the performance half a dozen men
flung themselves upon ·the ruffian, tripped him up and
pinned him to t.he ground.
The revolver was taken from him, and one of the town
officers coming up he was carried raving like a madman to
the lock-up, but it took four' men in addition to the officer
to land him there.
/
Next morning he got thirty days' confinement and a fine
from the magistrate.
I.n addition he was discharged from the mine, to the great
satisfaction of the two boys, as well as the miners in general.
CHAPTER III.
SAVED IN THE NICK OF TIME.

During the thirty days th~t Tug Ralston was confined in
jail, Ted and J esse each Sunday visited the Brown property
and prospected it on their own hook.
They were looking for outcroppings of copper ore.
J esse was fairly familiar with the methods of prospectors,
and he possessed a general knowledge of the signs indicating the presence of the metal.
Ile also was able to pick out the most likely spots where
ore would be found, if at all.
They had borrowed a prospector's outfit of hammers and
other tools, and employed them in their expeditions.
For three Sunday their search was unsuccessful, but on
the fourth, while prying into a break on the hillside, Jesse
found undoubted sif;Js of ore in the ground.
"There's a vein of ore in this hill or I don't
know what
I

I'm talking about," said Dane, after critically examining
several specimens he had knocked into sections.
"Are you sure of that?" asked Ted excitedly.
"Sure as we stand here."
"Then I'll be right in it."
"Yes, that's a fact, and I wish I was right in it, too."
"So you shall be, Jesse," cried Ted impulsively. "Whatever I make out of this property above its ordinary appraised value you shall have a share of. You're my friend
and comrade, and as such you shall be a gainer by any prosperity that comes to me."
" Do you mean that, Ted?" asked Jesse, with sparkling
eyes.
"I do. You don't think I'd be S{> mean as to go back
on you."
"No, but still I haven't any right to expect to gain anything out of your land."
"Why, aren't you prospecting it for me?"
'~ I'm doing the best I can in that direction."
"Of course you are. It would be a good while before
I could be competent to do the thing myself. You have
also taken an interest in my affairs, and have encouraged
me ·ight along when older people have practically turned
me down on the question of copper. If we find a copper
mine on this ground I'll see that you come in for a square
deal."
Crack I
Zip!
'l'he piece of ore Ted held in his hand flew a yard away.
The first sound was the report of a revolver, and the second the contact of a bullet with the ore.
Both boys cast a startled glance in the direction of the
report.
They saw a little curl of smoke rising from the far end
of the cleft in the hill where they were standing.
In another moment a face appeared framed in the bushes
-the face of Tug Ralston, looking more disreputable than
ever.
He Had been released from jail that morning and advised
to make himseli scarce.
He had no intention of making himself scarce until he
had revenged himself on the boy who he considered the
cause of his recent troubles.
That afternoon he had learned from one of his cronies
that the boys had been seen going into the hills with a prospector's outfit, and after borrowing a revolver he started out
to trail them.
He intended to kill or seriously maim Ted-he didn't
care which.
As for Jesse, though he had no great love for the boy, he
entertained no particular plans---circumstances would decide how he would deal with him.
After trudging around fo1: two hours he came upqn the
boys in the c.ut.
Then he whipped out his weapon and fired at Ted.
The boys were surprised as well as aghast at the unexpected appearance of the rascal.
They thought him still in jail.
They realized their disadvantage in the presence of this
man, for they were unarmed and he had a revolver.
"Tug Ralston!" cried Jesse. "And he' s got a gun. What
shall we do?"

I
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The case looked rather desperate, for they were out in
an unfrequented part of the country, a mile from the Lookout min~.
It was Sunday, too, when few of the miners or others
went abroad.
"We're in a fix, I'm afraid," replied Ted.
"A bad fix, for that fellow seems disposed to shoot one
or both of us. See him grin. He seems to be aware that
we're at his mercy."
"Well, young fellers, I've got you where I want you," said
Tug, coming from behind the rock which had concealed
him. "That shot was intended to let you know that I was
on hand. The next may mean somethin' different. I'm
waitin' to see you both get down on your knees and beg me
to let you off."
He uttered a disagreeable laugh and advanced toward
them, holding his cocked weapon ready for instant use.
"What you do in'? :fuookin' for copper? What good
would it do you if you found it? Is the owner of this property pa yin' you to prospect for him?"
He spoke sarcastically.
"Why.are you molesting us? Why did you shoot? You
might have hit one of us," said Ted, without showing a bit
of fear, though he felt that matters were critical.
The rascal laughed grimly at. the boy's speech.
"I guessed you didn't know I was out of jail, so I thought
I'd surprise you. It's a way I have sometimes when I'm
feelin' good," he chuckled.
There was a wicked leer in his eyes which showed that
his mirth was assumed.
"Glad to see me, ain't you, both of you? You look it,"
and the scoundrel laughed again, as though he thought it
a good joke.
.
"What do you want with us?" asked Ted.
"Well, I don't want much with your friend, though he
did do me dirt in front ot the Mornin' Glory Saloon a
month ago; but I think you and me has an account to settle, and I reckon this is about the time and place to settle it."
"Are you thinking of murdering me?" asked Ted, his
blood running cold at the bare prospect of such a terrible
thing.
"Murderin' you! Haw! haw! haw!" laughed the ruffian, who was playing with his intended victim like a cat
does with a mouse. "If I intended doin' that wouldn't I
have done it already without wastin' my jaw on you?'"
"Then what do you mean to do?"
Ralston looked at him with an air of :fiendish triumph.
"You can go," he said, waving his revolver at Jesse.
"Not without Ted," answered Dane.
"Go, I tell you !" roared Tug, menacingly.
Jesse didn't move.
Ralston walked over and struck him a blow with his fist
in the forehead which stretched the boy senseless at his feet.
"Coward!" cried Ted, springing on him like a wildcat.
The ruffian turned upon him in a towering rage.
"I'll kill you, you infernal young varmint!" he gritted,
dropping his revolver and seizing the boy with both of his
sinewy arms. ·
Ted clung to him like a leech, winding both of his legs
around one of 'rug's, and getting his head around under
'
his arm.
I

Ralston clawed at him viciously, more like a wild beast
than a man.
For some minutes the desperate struggle continued.
Ted felt that he was :fighting for his life, with the chances
all against him.
At length the ruffian managed to pull him clear by his
tremendous strength.
Then he threw the boy on the ground and put one of
his boots on his chest.
"Tackle me, will you, you young catamount ! I guess
you don't ln1ow who you're monkeyin' with."
He glared down at the helpless boy with malignant satisfaction.
Then he removed his foot and picked up his reyolver.
"What's to hinder me blowin' your brains out?" said
Tug, aim_ing his gun at Ted's head.
Tho boy shuddered and closed his eyes.
He fully expected his last hour had come.
Ralston laughed harshly.
His finger was on the trigger, but he didn't pull it.
He enjoyed the pleasure ,of seeing his intended victim
suffer.
He meant to kill him, or perhaps wound him so badly
that his death would ultimately ensue, but he was in no
·
hurry about it.
The afternoon was young yet, the neighborhood. lonesome
and deserted, and he figured that he :\lad things all his own
·way.
He studied the boy, wondering where he would shoot him
first.
Finally he decided that he w.ould frighten him a bit more.
"Now, then, I give you a minute to say your prayers."
Ted opened his eyes and saw the muzzle of the revolver
pointed at his head.
"You're a coward ! If you kill me you'll swing for your
crime."
"I'll take my chances 0£ that. The minute is up. One-two-three!"
He moved the weapon a trifle and pulled the trigger.
A flash-a report-and the ball plowed into the ground
so close to the boy's ·ear that he could almost feel the sting
of it.
"Missed you, did I?" grinned the scoundrel, who hadn't
intended to hit him. "Next time- I'll do better.''
"I don't think you will !" said a clear, girlish voice at
that moment.
Tug looked up clearly startled and found himself covered by a cocked revolver in the hand of a swarthy-looking
maiden of perhaps sixteen.

,

CHAPTER IV.
TESS COOKE.

Ted lay still and uncertain as to the issue, but his heart
thrilled 'Vith hope.
He had heard the girlish voice, and there was a determined ring to it that mea'nt business.
The top of his head was toward the newcomer and he
•
couldn't see her.
He could see, however, that her words and attitude had
a strong effect on Ralston.
"Drop your gun, pard,'' spoke the girl again, "and drop

•
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it quiek. This gun of mine has a hahit of going off suddenlike on occasions, and it never misses. When I sec a big
chap like you taking advantage of a little fellow it makes
me nervous. As my finger is on the trigger, and it's a hail'
one, something is liable to drop in short order if you make
me more nervous than I am."
The girl spoke coolly, but significantly.
Tug saw she had him dead to rights and was not to be
trifled with.
With a deep imprecation he let bis revolver drop to the
ground.
·
"You're sensible, pard," spoke up the girl. "Now, step
back a couple of feet. Don't go too far, for something
might happen if you did."
Ralston unwillingly obeyed her mandate, but then he
couldn't help himself:
He had been having his fun with Ted, now the 'isitor
was having hers with him.
Turn about 'is fair play, but it isn't always satisfactory
to the person who has the short end of the game.
The moment Tug moved back Ted sprang to his feet and
looked at the person who had saved him.
She was an uncommonly pretty girl, with a sylph-like
figure, and was dressed in wild Western style, her head covered by a soft cowboy hat.
She had seated herself carelessly on a boulder and held
her weapon pointed at Ralston in an easy way that was not
comfortable to the rascal.
"I'm much obliged to you, miss, for helping me out,"
said Ted gratefully. "You saved my life, for the rascal
meant to kill me."
"You're welcome, pard," replied the girl, taking the boy
in from his head down with a quick, comprehensive glance.
"Better pick up that gun. It will be safer in your hands
than his."
·
Ted took possession of Ralston's weapon, and then felt
that he feared the man no longer.
"What's happened to him?" asked the girl, indicating
Jesse. "Not shot, I hope ?"
"No. Tug Ralston struck him down with a blow in the
face with his fist."
·
"Oh ! So this fellow's name is Tug Ralston? I've heard
my dad tell of him. I ain't surprised at anything he might
do."
''He's a cowardly cur," returned Ted. "He ought to consider himself more than a match for Jesse and me without
drawing a revolver on us. I wif,?h I was nearly his equal in
strength and I'd give him the lich.'ing of his life."
The girl noted his words with some admiration.
She saw. that Ted was gifted with true grit.
"What is your name, miss?" asked the boy.
"Tess Cooke. What's yours?"
"Ted Brown."
"Work at the mine?"
"YesY
"What's your pard's name?"
"Jesse Dane."
"What are you doing out here? Prospecting?"
"Yes, miss. This is my property, left me by my uncle.
Jesse and I were looking to see if we could find indications
of copper on it."
"I suppose that fellow surprised you?"
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"He did. He hid behind that rock and fired on us."
'·Better try and bring your pard to his senses," saisl the
girl.
'l'ed agreed with her.
He went to a spring near by and brought the top of his
hat full of water, which he threw in Jesse's :face.
Then he chafed the boy's temples and he presently revived.
"What happened to me?" asked Dane in a dazed way.
"Who is that?" he added as his eyes rested on the girl.
"That is Miss Cooke."
"Never mind the 'miss,' pard," said the girl. "Call me
Tess."
Dane then saw Tug Ralston standing against the side '
o:f the pass in sullen impotence.
"I remember everything now," he said. "Ralston struck
me down with his fist.''
"He won't do it again in a hurry."
"What's happened to him?"
"Tess Cooke has him nailed. See the revolver in her
hand? That did the business for Ralston just as he was
going to ~11 me."
"Then lie intended to shoot you?"
"He did, but Tess Cooke saved me."
"I've heard o:f her, but never saw her before."
"She's a dandy from Dandyville. She called him down
so hard that he just chucked up the sponge."
"She's a wonder,'' said Dane, casting a glance of admiration as well as respect at the girl, who seemed to be paying
no attention to them, but just keeping the big ruffian under
her eye.
"Yes, she's a corker, and a mighty pretty girl, too," said
Ted, who was by no means insensible to the girl's unquestioned beauty.
"Well, pard," said Tess Cooke, "what are you going to
do with this man? You've got his gun. You might amuse
yourself shooting a :few holes through him."
She spoke in an easy, careless way, as i:f such a per:formance was the most ordinai·y thing in the world.
"You don't mean that, I guess," replied Ted, regarding
her earnestly.
"That's what he was going to do to you when I came up
and stopped him," she answered. "It's your lead now.
You hold a :full flush. He's played his hand ancl lost. I:f
you let him go he'll pick up a gun somewhere and do you
up. Better settle the game while you hold the cards."
Ted wondered i:f the girl really meant what she said.
He looked at Ralston and saw that the :fellow was decidedly uneasy.
He thought he' d test Tug's nerve, though he didn't think
the man had much.
"Tug Ralston, you meant to kill me awhile ago. If I
let you go you'll try to work the same game over again. I
guess I'll have to shoot you to ·save myself."
He raised the revolver on a level with the ruffian's heart.
"Don't shoot!" gasped the man, his :face turning livid.
"Let me off and I'll cry quits."
"It won't pay to trust such a chap as you."
"I ewear I'll let you alone a:fter this."
"What guarantee have I that you will?"
"I'll give you my word/'
"What's that worth?"
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"I'll stand by it."
"Get clown on your knees and swear you'll not interfere
with me in the future."
'l'ug obeyecl, and swore in his own peculiar way that he'd
Jet Ted alone after that.
"Jesse," said Ted. "Take that bandanna out of his
pocket and tic his hands behjnd his back."
Dane did so.
"What are you goin' to clo with me?" asked Ralston.
"Take you to town and deliver you over to the sheriff,"
replied Ted.
The rascal glared at him, but made no reply.
Ted then turned to the girl, who had put up her revolver.
"I hope you understand that I am deeply grateful to
you, Miss Cooke, for saving my life," he said.
"I told you that you were welcome, pard," replied the
girl with a friendly smile.
"I'd like to shake hands with you, if you don't object."
"I haven't any objection," she replied, rising from the
boulder and approaching him.
'rhey shook hands.
"I hope I'll see you again, miss," he said.
"If you want to see me you'll find me over at dad's
house, a mile up the ·creek."
"Jesse and I'll call on you next Sunday afternoon if
you'll be home."
"I'll be there if you say you'll come."
"We'll come."
Whether it was that J es~e hacl made a bungle of his job
of tying Ralston, or that owing to his strength the handkerchief failed to hold his wrists, certain it is that Tug freed
himself, and, taking advantage of the momentary inattention of the boys, made a sudden break for the end of the
cut in the hill.
Jesse gave the alarm, and Teel swung around.
"Stop!" he shouted to the rascal.
The fellow paid no attention to him.
Teel fired at his legs, but the bullet went a tl'ifle wide,
and before he could shoot again Ralston hacl disappeared
around the boulder from behind which he had :fired his first
shot at the boy~
CHAPTER V.
CAUGHT UN AWARES.

Ted rushed after him as fast as he could.
When he reached the boulder he caught sight of the :fleeing ruffian some little distance away.
Ted fired at him again ancl missed as before.
Ralston turned, shook his fist back 'at him and then
plunged into a thick clump of bushes.
Ted then gave up the pursuit and returned to Jesse and
the girl.
Tess Cooke explained how she had heard the first shot
at a distance ancl walked over to the cut to see what was
going on.
Just after the second shot she came upon the scene which
she hacl interrupted.
"It seems to me that you';re a pretty nervy girl," said
Ted.
The girl tossed her hea~ with a laugh.

't

"It's my way, I guess," she replied. "I've been brought
up to look out for myself, and I opine that I can do it."

"I'll bet you can, as well as any man," saicl Jesse.
They talked with Miss Cooke for perhaps half an hour
longer, and then she bade them good-bye, . aying she would
expect to see them at her dad's place on the following
Sunday.
.
Teel and J essc gathered together their prospecting tools
and started for Carson.
Both were satisfied that their search ·for copper had been
successful at last, and they decided to pay another visit to
the cut on Sunday morning, bringing their lunch, and
afterward go on to the home of Tess.
·
"It was mighty lucky for you that that girl turned up
in the nick of time to save you, ']'eel," remarked Jesse.
"There isn't any doubt about it. I'll never have a closer
call for my life. I could read murder in that scoundrel's
eyes. He meant to do me up and then skip the country, for
after that it wouldn't have been safe for him to be seen in
this neighborhood."
"You're 0aoin"0 to notify the sheriff about his attack on
you, aren't you?"
"Yes, it's the best thing I can do, for it won't be. safe
for us to go around the country here as long as he is at
large."
"That's right. He · ought to be taken care of. It's safe
to bet that some day he'll be strung up for murder."
"I wouldn't be surprised. He's a hard nut."
"I should say he is. He's one of the bad men you read
about."
The boys reached their home without further adventure,
and soon after they had cleaned themselves and spruced up
a bit the supper bell rang and they went down to the diningroom.
After the meal the boys went into town and called at the
residence of the sheriff of the county.
I{e w~s home, and they detailed the adventure they had
had with Tug Ralston.
"He was only let out this morning," said the sheriff.
"He didn't lose any time getting back to his old tricks.
Well, I'll look after him, and I don't figure he'll escape me
unless he's already made tracks for the next county. If I
get him you'll be wanted as witnesses."
"You can send to the mine for us, or to our boardinghouse, the Miners' Rest," replied Ted.
"That's a right smart gal-Tess. She's the daughter of
old man Cooke, a prospector and mining expert," said the
sheriff. "She's accounted a dead shot, and can draw a gun
quicker'n any man I .ever met. I saw a specimen of her
shooting at ten yards one night at the Wyoming Saloon,
where she went to fetch her father, who has a periodical
weakness for crooking his elbow. The old man didn't want
to go home with her, and the gang who had him ~n tow
backed him up. She drew her gun on the ringleader, but
he only laughed at her, and said he guessed she was only
good to be kissed, and he calculated he'd honor her by giving her the first smack. 'I'll show you what I'm good for,'
she said in a tone that rang business. 'Tack a five-spot on
that wall yonder, and if I don't nail every pip square in the
center you can keep my father here and kiss me into the
bargain.' 'Done!' replied the chap. 'If you win the old man
goes with you.' 'I guess he will,' she replied coolly, 'for I'm
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going to keep one shot for the man that tries to prevent me
"I should say not. He'd shoot you as quick .as wink. He
taking him.' Somebody put the card ag~inst the wall and only played with you last Sunday because he thought there
the crowd looked for fun. Well, blame me if that gal didn't was no escape for you. If he met you again he wouldn't
plunk that card in five seconds with five balls, every one as take any more chiwces."
true as a die. The crowd was paralyzed. Then she called
"That's just the way I look at it. I'm not yearning to
her old man and told him to walk. 'Has anyone got any ob- become an angel yet awhile. I've a whole lot to live for."
jections?' she asked, looking around with her smoking gun
"A copper mine, for instance," grinned Jesse.
i:q. her hand. Nobody had, an,cl so she led the old man away,
"Yes. If I've dreamed once I've dreamed every night
and sinee that day the whole town fakes its hat ·off to Tess about that mine," said Ted. "Last night I thought I was
Cooke."
worth a million. Had a fine office in a big city, owned a
"I don't wonder Tug Ralston gave in when he saw who private car, two or three automobiles, a steam yacht, and
he was up against," laughed Ted. "How came she to learn I don't know what.' 1
to shoot so good?"
"That must have been a dandy dream.''
"I'll never tell you. It comes natural to her."
"It was while it lasted; but when I woke up and found
"It's lucky for me that she '1iad her gun with her to-day." I had to go to work in the mine just like the rest of the boys,
"She always carries it. She needs it for her protection, I tell you the reality tasted mighty bitter in my mouth.
for a pretty g •. ~ like her attracts a whole lot of attention. It I'd r~.ther uot dream such things."
is said that no man but her father has ever kissed lier. Sev"Maybe your dream may come true one of these days."
eral men haYe boasted that they were going to do it at the
"I hope it may. It ·can't come any too quick for me.
first chance they got. She heard about it and sent them This kind 0£ life is too strenuous for my blood. I like to
word that if they could kiss her quicker than she could draw move aroun.d in the sunlight. I've been used to that ·an my
her gun they were welcome to, but she gave them to under- life. This delving down in the gloom of the tunnels is
stand that the man who failed would be a subject for the something :fierce. I mean to stick it out, though, for I'm
undertaker. Probably that's why she carriefl her weapon. not a quitter. I'll stick to it till Fortune takes a turn in
At any rate, no man has yet had the nerve to tackle her, my favor."
·
"vVhat dMs your mother say about you staying out
for her old man said he'd better make his will first."
"Tess Cooke seems to be a corker," said Ted to Jesse on here?"
their way home.
"She doesn't like it. She's always begging me to come
"She is, for fair. I've heard a whole lot about her since back home. Says she misses me terribly. That I'm her
I've been in the mine, but to-day is the first time I've seen only boy, and so on. I tell her to have patience. I wrote
her."
her Sunday night that we had found every indication of
"I wonder why she don't live in town instead of up along copper on ~y property, and that in my next I hoped to be
the creek?" said Ted ..
able to assure her ·of the fact beyond any reasonable doubt.''
"Don't you worry but there's copper on your land. It's
"If you're curious to learn you'll have t6 ask her, for I
there. 'l'he only question is whether it's in quantities large
don't know. Maybe it's on account of her old man.' 1
"You mean· she can't tr"ust him where there are so many enough to warrant working. I'll :find that out for you next
saloons?"
Sunday, I hope. I'm almost sure we struck a big vein in
"Very likely. It's not so hard to k.eep him sober when that hill. If the vein amounts to anything your fortune is
he's away from temptation."
made."
,
"And so is yours, Jesse. You shall ride in your own
'l'he ensuing week passed away all too slowly for Teel.
He was continually thinking about Tess Cooke, and the automobile, too.''
·
visit he and Jesse were pledged to pay her on the following
"Gee! I hate the blamed things. Give me a horse for
Sunday afternoon.
mine. I like to feel flesh and blood under me. Those maHe knew many pretty girls in Petersville, and iri the chines are always breaking down when you aren't· looking~
vicinity of the farm where he was raised, but none of them for it, then you have to crawl under them in the dust and
could hold a candle to Tess.
fix up something with a wrench, or put more gasoline into
Then her fearlessness appealed to him.
the tank, or do something eise."
"Oh, you'd get used to them after awhile and you
She was a girl after his own heart-a girl who could face
the world unflinchingly.
wouldn't give your machine up for a farm. I've heard peoIn a word, she was one in a thousand, and that was the ple talk like you before, and sooner or later they eat their
kind of girl he took his hat off to.
words. An auto is the greatest thing on earth. Get a highAs the days passed no word came from the sheriff with power one and it will make half the railroad trains look like
respect to 'l'ug Ralston.thirty cents for speed. When I get rich the first thing I'll
"The rascal must have left the district," Ted said to buy will be an auto, and the best I can :find.''
At length Sunday came around, but it bTOught an unexJesse, as they were on their way to their boarding-house
after work.
pected change of programme.
"Sure thing," replied his friend. "If he hadn't Sheriff
Jesse met with an accident in the mine Saturday after:
King would have nabbed him before this."
noon, anCl the doctor said he'd have to stay in bed for sev"It's a good thing he's lit out. I should never feel quite eral days till his leg mended.
easy while he was about. He has it in for me good and
Ted would have postponed his .trip to the cut on his
hard, and under those circumstances I have no wish to meet property only for the fact that he was impatient to see Tess
him at a disadvantage again.''
Cooke.
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The girl was on his brain, antl nothing would satisfy.him
'
but he must keep his engagement.
Under those circumstances he decided that he might as
well look in at th~ cut on his way over to her home on the
creek.
So he took a few df the tools after dinner, bade Jesse
good-bye and started.
He reached his property and made his way to the cut.
There he spent an hour picking up specimens which he
intended to take over and submit to Miss Cooke's father's
inspection.
He was an old and experienced prospector, and his judgment on the ore was to be relied on.
Ted filled his bag with bits of the ore he secured from the
cut and then started for the creek.
His way took him through a wood, and the afternoon
being warm, he sat down to rest himself for a while.
While lolling in the shade of a big tree with a thick,
round trunk he examined his specimens with a feeling of
satisfaction.
"There is copper in these rocks beyond doubt. Plenty of
it. I know what copper ore is by this time. I see enough
of it every day, 'goodness knows. If I ever get to be president of a coppeJ: c.ompany I'll be able to talk facts from
practical ~xperience. Some day the papers may have something to say about me-that is, if I become one of the copper barons. Something after this fashion : 'Theodore
Brown, the wealthy copper king, was once on a time a boy
copper miner. He-'"
Ted didn't get any further with his castle-building.
He suddenly heard a noise in the bushes in front of him,
and looking in that direction he saw to his dismay the
villainous-looking countenance of Tug Ralston within a
couple of rods of the spot where he sat.
OHAP'l'ER VI.
TREED BY. TIIE ENEMY.

Teel sprang to his feet with extraordinary agility, but
Tug had seen him and was evidently prepared for the encounter.
"Stop where you are!" he roared in a hoarse, snappish
voice, raising himself and covering Ted with a rifle. "If
'you move an eye-lid I'll drill you quicker'n a flash of lightning."
The boy, realizing that he was in a bad box, made no
:further movement, but watched his enemy with a wary eye.
Ralston looked cool and impudent as he stood there gloat·
ing over the situation.
He also looked very much the worse in general appearance.
His face was drawn and cadaverous, and somewhat resembled a famished hyena.
His tangled hair and a ten days' growth of beard added
to his fierce look.
"I guess I've got you at last, Ted Brown," he growled.
"I've been waitin' a week for the chance, but I knew it
would come, for I counted on that visit you was goin' to
pay to that she-cat who saved your life last Sunday. Well,
she won't save you this time, you can gamble on it. Lightnin' don't strike twice in th~ same place."
Ted looked at the rascal with critical attention.

Ile saw that he held his rifle in his hands in such a way
that the muzzle of it could easily be brough~ to bear on
·
his victim.
The boy was rapidly revolving some plan in his mind
that would help him to escape his vindictive pursuer. ·
In order to gain time he opened up a conversation.
"I guess you're joking, Ralston, aren't you? You swore
not to interfere with me hereafter."
"S'pose I did. I've changed my mind since."
"But an oath is an oath. You've no right to go back
on that."
"I've a right to do as I please."
"I s'pose that's the reason you've been letting your beard
grow."
"Don't you worry about my beard. I shaved before you
was born, and I sha'n't shave again till after y9u're dead;
but I guess I won't have to wait long, for you ain't got
more than three minutes to draw your breath."
"How long?"
"Three minutes."
"That isn't very long."
"It's long enough for you to say your prayers in."
"Do you mean to say you're going to shoot me?"
"If I said I wasn't I'd be ihe worst liar on two feet,"
replied Ralston grimly.
"What good will that do you?"
"That's my business."
"Don't you know that would be deliberate murder?"
"Well, it won't be the fir-the three minutes are up. If
you'll shut up and say your prayers I'll give you two more."
"If you shoot me you'll make the mistake of your life,
and I can prove it to you in less than five minutes," said
Ted desperately.
"No, you can't, so don't waste your time tryin'. If you
.want to say your prayers blaze away lively, as I'm tired
chinnin' to you."
Ted \ooked into that hard, relentless eye, but there was
not the slightest indication of any change of purpose.
"Do you think it's a brave act to shoot a boy?"
"Shut up and say your prayers if you mean to; but I don't
believe the prayers of a kid like you amount to much," replied Ralston with a sneer.
Ted's object had been to try and distract Ralston's attention so that he might dart behind the trunk of the big
tree at the foot of which he had been sitting; but in this he
failed, for. Tug never for a moment took his eyes off him.
Several times the scoundrel half raised his rifle as if to
.
fire at the boy, but dropped it again.
Ted, finding that his enemy was watching him like a cat
does a mouse, began to lose hope.
It didn't seem possible that he could escape the -fate Ralston had evidently marked out for him.
As a last desperate resort Ted adopted an old, threadbare ruse.
It required good acting on the boy's part to ma~e it pass
muster, but as his life was at stake he threw his whole soul
into it.
"Quick, Jesse!" he shouted earnestly, looking straight
behind Tug, as if he saw his friend in the bushes ; "hit
him I"
Tug Ralston was deceived and thrown off his guarp.
He swung around to ward oil' a threatened rear attack,
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but saw nobody there, nor did he hear the slightest sound
in the bushes.
Then he realized he had been deceived by Ted.
• With a terrible imprecation he turned back again, only
Lo find that his victim had disappeared.
Ted had slipped behind the tree, which was wide enough
io conceal him completely.
Ralston was deeply chagrined at the march the boy had
played on him, and he swore like a j,rooper.
His first impression was that the boy had rushed for the
bushes and hid himself, and he ptepared to start after him.
A moment's reflection altered that view.
There was quite an open space around and behind the
tree, and the ruffian calculated that Ted could not have
covered it and vanished in the short space of time his ruse
had given him.
The only other refuge in sight was the tree, and there
he judged the boy was hiding.
"I'm on to you, Ted Brown," he growled with a ring of
satisfaction in his tones. "Come out from behind that
tree."
Ted refused to accept the invitation.
"All right, youngster, if you won't come out I'll have to
go there and blow your roof off."
Thus speaking Ralston moved toward the tree.
'red's ruse would only have gained him a few minutes of
life but for the fact that on this occasion he was arme~.
He had taken the precaution, on general principles, to
fetch Ralston's revolver along.
It was fortunate, indeed, that he had done so.
Had the rascal entertained any suah suspicions he would
have been more cautious in his movements.
As it was, he adopted none of the precautions which such
a knowledge would have imposed on any reasonable man.
Ted heard his heavy footsteps in the grass and stood
with the cocked weapon in his hand awaiting the climax of
the desperate adventure.
He didn't dare look around the tree to see how close Ralston was lest such an exposure of his person might lead to
/
fatal results.
Nor could he tell which side the scoundrel was coming.
He could only trust to luck.
Ralston, however, made a bad mistake at this point.
stopped and spoke again when within ~ yard of the
tree.
"I'll give you one more chance to come out and :five minutes to say your prayers," he said.
Ted, hastily taking note of the location of the voice,
thrust his revolver around the tree and :fired.
A howl of pain and rage followed the shot.
Ralston, slightly wounded by the bullet, hurriedly retreated to the bushes, where Ted could hear him swearing
and growling like some disappointed wild beast.
Ted, however, had only checked, not defeated him.
The boy listened with intense anxiety to discover the
next movement of his wily enemy.
He was afraid to look around the tree lest Ralston might
be on the alert for such a move on his part and put an
ounce ball in his brain.
The villain, having a wholesome respect for a weapon in
another person's hand, kept under cover of the bushes and
1
waitE>rl for 'red to do something.

He

He held his rifle ready for business and kept his relentless eye on the tree.
As nothing happened for full :five minutes, which seemed
an age to him, he began to grow impatient.
He wondered angrily how long Ted proposed to remain
behind the tree.
The boy was willing to remain there indefinitely in order
to escape the bullet of his foe.
That was a natural conclusion, but it didn't jibe well
with Ralston's feelings.
He cursed himself for not having shot rred in the :first
place when he had him under his eye:
'l'he truth of the matter was that it was his nature, to
play with his victim, and for a second time by yielding to
that temptation his quarry had escaped him.
However, he hadn't actually lost Ted this time.
The end was only deferred.
While he was snarling under his breath at the lapse of
time a brilliant idea occurred to his mind.
He wondered why he had not thought of it before.
With a grim smile at his own astuteness he rose from his
crouching position and began to circle around' the tree.
He calculated that when he reached a certain point of
the circle he would be able to see 'l'ed behind the tree.
It was impossible for him to carry out this plan in comI
plete silence.
'red's sharp cars heard the rustling of the dried branches
beneath his tread, and the occasional snapping of a twig.
He wondered what game Ralston was up to.
As he listened the sound at length told him that the man
was trying to outflank him.
As soon as Ted realized this move on his adversary's part
he began to move an inch at a time in the reverse direction.
In this way he was able to easily defeat Ralston's tactics,
which were singularly deficient in range, .for nothing but a
surprise could make them successful.
While the rascal was moving a hundred rods to secure
his position, 'red could foil him by taking a single step.
In the course of a short time Ralston discovered that he
was not so bright as he thought he was.
Finally, fully satisfied that his strategy was a failure, he
squatted down again in the bushes to await a demonstration
on the part of his victim.
Ted, finding that his enemy had grown tired of pursuing
an unprofitable ~ame, remained where he was.
Every little while he could hear Ralston cursing at the
delay, but the man's impatience did not worry him any,
though he was anxious himself to bring the contest to a
conclusion, for his perilous position was calculated to wear
on his nerves.
The game, however, promised to be prolonged to a most
unreasonable length.
While he,listened intently for any sounds that might indicate a new move on Ralston's part, Ted kept up a lively
train of thought.
He knew his enemy was watching the opposite side of the
tree with great intentness, and the happy thought occuned
to him to try to draw the man's :fire by a bit of strategy
which was as old as the hills.
He had read of the scheme in some boy's b~ok where
it had worked successfully.
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He wondered if he couldn't dupe Ralston by it.
Slipping dff his jacket he rolled it up so as to form the
resemblance of a head.
Placing his cap upon the top of the bundle he cautiously
exposed the dummy on one side of the tree, withdrawing it
suddenly two or three times to increase the delusion in the
mind 0£ his enemy.
At first no results followed, and Ted began to think that
Ralston was not to be fooled this way.
A£ter repeating the operation several times he slowly
pushed the dummy around the opposite side of the tree.
The crack 0£ Ralston's rifle broke the silence 0£ the wood,
and Ted felt the blow of the ball when it struck the cap.
The aritical moment had come, and without the loss of
a second Ted left the security of the tree and darted off in
the direction 0£ the creek.
CHAPTER VII.
FUTURE EVENTS OAST THEIR SH.A.DOWS BEFORE.

Ralston uttered a yell of rage on perceiving that his shot
hacl failed of results, and he started after the boy as fast
as he could. ·
Although strong and big he was no match for Ted as a
runner.
Seeing that his victim was bound to get away, Tug
stopped, shoved another cartridge into his gun, dropped on
one knee and fired just as Ted vanished around a clump of
bushes.
The bullet passed within a yard of the boy, who kept on
till he reached the creek.
Then he ran up the stream for a quarter of a mile, when
he saw a neatly-built, story-and-a-half house.
In a few minutes he was knocking smartly on the door,
while he kept his eyes over his shoulder on the lookout for
Ralston.
.
The door was opened by Tess Cooke, and Ted staggered
inside and sank down exhausted by the run and the tense
excitement through which he had just passed.
"What's the matter, Ted Brown?" asked 'ress in some
concern.
"I was nearly shot by Tug Ralston," gasped the boy, as
he tried to pu 11 himsE)lf together.
.
"By Tug Ralston!" cried the girl. "I thought--"
"He had skipped the neighborhood? Well, he's fooled
the sheriff and everybody else into that belief. He's been
in hiding-waiting to catch me to-day when I called on
you. He heard Jesse and me make the arrangement with
you last Sunday afternoon at the cut, and he kept it in
mind. This time he's got a rifle."
"A rifle !"
"Yes. I wouldn't have cared so much i£ it had only
been a rev.olver, for I had one myself, and am not afraid
to meet him on even terms; but a rifle put all the advantage
of the situation in his hands. He caught me off my guard
and had me dead to rights. He could easily have killed me
W'hile we stood talking."
"What prevented him?"
"The same thing that held him off in the cut long enough
for you to come up and save me-his desire to play with me
before he did me up. He wanted me to suffer the anticipa-
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ti on 0£ coming death. Wall, I £ooled him with an old:
trick."
Ted then told the whole story 0£ his strenuous adventur9
to the girl.
She heard him in silence, expressed her sympathy for
him and then went outside to the kitchen where her £ather
was smoking and reading a magazine.
She brought him into the room and introduced Ted to
him. _
"Now tell your story over again to father," she said.
The boy did so.
·
The old man knitted his brow during the recital.
"Then he knew that you were bound here?" he said.
Te'd nodded.
"He'll lay for you when you start to return. But don't
be alarmed. Tess and I will see that you get back to town
all right, and the sheriff shall be notified that the rascal
is hanging around here trying to get bacK: at you."
Ted soon got over his scare and passed several hours
very pleasantly with the girl and her father.
He had supper with them, as a matter 0£ course, and
during the meal the young copper miner told old man
Cooke about his property and the plain evidences he had
found 0£ copper in the ground.
"I brought a bag of specimens to show you, Mr. Cooke,
but left it under the tree where Ralston attacked me."
Ted described the tree and told the prospector he would
find the bag there if he looked for it during the week.
"I should like to have you examine the :specimens and
tell me what you think about them. I should also like you
to go to the cut on my property some time when you have
the time and look at what my friend Jesse says is the beginning 0£ a vein 0£ copper ore. Whatever trouble you're
put to I'll make it all right with you."
"Dad will do it for you without charging you a cent,"
spoke up Tess.
She showed an interest both in Ted and his hopes o:f a
copper harvest, and there is no doubt that i£ her father was
not particularly interested she intended to m'ake him investigate the matter for the boy.
When Ted said he guessed that it was time £or him to go,
Tess and her £ather got ready to accompany him.
The old man got his boat out and the three slipped quietly down the creek to a point below Ted's property.
Then they cut across the country, passing close to the
Lookout mine, and left Ted at the door 0£ his boardinghouse.
He thanked them both, especially Tess, for their kindness, and accepted an invitation to call at their house soon
again.
Next morning the sheriff was informed about the incident
in which Ted had nearly lost his life the preceding a£ternoon, and, calling a larger force 0£ deputies together, the
posse started to beat the neighborhood up with the view 0£
capturing Tug Ralston.
The rascal, anticipating such a move, took time by the
forelock and disappeared, and the strictest search proved
un£ruit£ul.
0£ course Jesse was surprised and much concerned when
Ted related his adventure to him.
"That villain seems determined to get you," said. J esse.
"He's taken i £ear£ul grouch against you on account of

,
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that little incident in the mine. It would have been better there is no doubt that the conversation and the walk proved
if you had not resented his act of pulling you out of the car. Yery satisfactory to themsclve .
You had to wait for the next cage, anyhow. I'm mighty
Ted made the most of his opportunity to make himself
sorry that the fall he got on his head didn't kill him. It Eolid /with the girl, and she exercised all her fascinations
would have been a good riddance if he had been planted upon him, so that when the time came for them to part
in the cemetery. As it is, you'll never feel tho'roughly safe they had a warmer feeling for each other than that of
until he's shot or put behind the bars for a long term."
brother and sister.
"There is no use crying over spilled milk, Jesse. Although I'm sorry that I put my foot in it, I don't much
CHAPTER VIII.
regret that smash in the eye· I gave the villain. I only hope
THE DISAPPEARANCE OF TESS COOKE.
that the next time we meet it may be on even terms."
"He's not a chap that's willing to give an enemy a fair
Several weeks passed away and nothing more was heard
show. He's a born coward, even if he is as strong as a small from Tug Ralston.
.
Samson. I doubt if he would attack anybody without- getEvery Sunday Ted and Jesse ·walked over to the Cooke
ting the bulge on him beforehand. That poor fellow he home together and took supper, after which Tess and Ted
killed in the mine had no show to defend himself, I'll bet. invariably disappeared together.
You are uncommonly fortunate to have eluded him twice
J essc didn't say anything, neither did the old man.
after he had you in a corner."
Both seemed to understand how the wind blew.
Ted agreed with him, and after that he made a point
If the prospector had any objection the boys didn't hear
always to carry his revolver.
of it.
On the following Sunday Ted and J esse went over to call
At any rate it wouldn't · have counted much, for Tess
on Tess.
ran the ranch, and whatever she said or did was law with
The girl gave Ted a particularly warm welcome.
her father.
It was evident that she had taken a great fancy to him,
He love<l his daughter as much as any parent, but unforand the feeling was reciprocated by Ted.
tunately he also had a strong regard for bug-juice.
Old man Cooke also showed a friendly attitude toward
Tess had succeeded in weaning him away from the Carthe boy.
son saloons by a compromise which permitted him to keep
It soon developed that he had been over at Ted's property a private jug at home.
·
and had made investigations that proved beyond doubt that
But it was against orders for him to get a jag on.
there was a rich lead of copper ore on the boy's land.
Tess had gauged the number of drinks he could take from
"If you want me t9 bring the facts to the notice of lhe morn till nightfall when he was at home and keep sober,
officers of the Lookout mine you're bound to get a good offer and set the limit, beyond which he did not go.
for your ground. I should say that it will not be under
He had his orders when away from home, and it he over$100,000."
stepped the mark the girl generally found it out and read
Ted's heart jumped with satisfaction, and J esse's eyes him the riot act.
sparkled.
Although the sheriff was of the opinion that Tug Ral" I would suggest, however, that you keep the matter dark ston was a long way from the neighborhood of Carson, such,
for the present," said the old man. "The copper won't run however, was not tJ;i.e case.
away. I will make further investigations later on which I
He was in hiding not many miles north of the Lookout
hope, for your sake, will prove the ground to be much more mine.
valuable than I :figure it at preFent. You are young yet
His retreat was an underground cavern in the midst of
/
and have no need to rush thing:>. In my opinion you would a thick wood.
do better to get some respon sible person, in whom you and
Entrance to it .was to be had through the hollow trunk of
your moth.er have perfect confidence, to form a company, one of the giants of the forest.
in case future developments w::u nmt it, and nifoe i.he ore
Tug discovered it one day by accident.
independently of the Looftout people. In that way your
While trying to throw the sheriff's posse off his scent he
interests would be fully protce:tecl, and you wpulcl eventu- entered a thick clump of bushes, and while squeezing himally obtain much larger results than .you would secure by self as far back as po sible he found an aperture in the outer
selling the ground ~s it is for even a sum that might be bark of the tree big enough for a man to pass through.
considered handsome."
He lost no time taking advantage of this rnfuge, but as
Ted thanked Mr. Cooke for his advice and told him that the interior of the tree was as dark as pitch he did not
he intended to follow it.
notice there was a big hole there, through which he tumbled
"It is the goal of my l!mbition to become the head of before he knew what had happened to him.
a copp·er mine. It would give me a steady income, and the
' Vhcn he recovered his wits he struck a match to find out
principal would be out of my reach unless I chose to sell what kind of a trap he had fallen into.
my stock and get out of it," replied' the boy.
To his amazement he found himself in a subterranean
After supper, while the prospector and Jesse were argu- room which was evidently the work of man.
ing some matter connected with min.es and mining, Ted and
The place had been dug out and roofed with boards
Tess slipped outside and took a quiet stroll along the bank braced like the tunnel of a mine.
of the creek.
It was divided into two sections by a bulkhead, with an
It is not necessary to record what they said to each. other opening for communicafion.
on this occasion, as it wouldn't interest the reader, but. The floor and walls were of earth, beaten hard.
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The only means of entrance and egress was through the
hollow tree, and Ralston found a rope ladder hanging down
from one side of the hole through which he had fallen.
Clearly this retreat was th·e work of men, probably outlaws, who required a secure haven of refuge when pursuit
was hot.
Tug found rude wooden benches, a rough table, capable
of seating a dozen men, a supply of pots, pans and other
cooking utensils, quite an outfit of coarse crockery piled up
in a cheap-looking closet with shelves, a small keg nearly
full of whisky, a rifle (the same that he used subsequently
against Ted), a cartridge belt, and various other things of
a miscellaneous nature.
The place had evidently been deserted for months, if not
for years, and Ralston was tickled to death over it.
"I can lie here as snug as a bug in a rug for as long as
I please and the sheriff will never smoke me out," he said
to himself in a toile of satisfaction. "All I need is grub,
and I guess I'll be able to pick up a supply of that, while
there's whisky enough here to last me six months or more.
I call this a regular find. I'm safer here than if I was in
the next State."
Looking into the next room he found a dozen litters of
straw, each covered with a pair of army blankets.
This was the bedroom of the gang that built the cavern.
"By jingo!" he ejaculated, with a grin. "This is as good
as a cheap hotel."
There were farms not so far away, upon which Ralston
descended in the dead of night and supplied himself with
eggs, poultry, and even a sheep.
There was a pit not far from the tree in which he made
a :fire and cooked his food after dark.
It was not necessary for him to do this more than twice
a week, and he only did it once in the week immediately
after his last attack on Ted, and during that interval he
seldom· ventured to the surface.
.Although he became grouchy for lack of congenial society, he did not dare notify any of his old cronies of his
proximity, so he amused himself playing solitaire, filling up
on whisky and sleeping off its effects.
As time passed he began to :figure again on getting back
at Ted Brown.
He also felt a strong resentment against Tess Cooke because she rescued Ted from his clutches.
He would have liked to get square with her, too, but he
knew her reputation as a pistol expert and a fearless girl,
and was afraid to tackle her. ,
Tess had the habit of taking long walks or rides around
the -country.
One day she rode out to visit a girl friend who lived on a
farm not far from the wood where Ralston's subterranean
retreat was situated.
On her way back home she skirted the wood.
Tug happened to be airing himself above ground at the
time and saw her coming.
He shrank back among the bushes so that she would not
recognize him.
He didn't dare molest her, for he knew she carried her
revolver w~th her, and he had no desire to stop a bit of cold
lead.
The girl and her mare were nearly opposite to him whe~
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a dog suddenly burst through a thicket and sprang barking
at the horse.
'l'he animal, taken by surprise, shied, and the girl, though
a fine rider, was thrown to the ground.
The shock partly stunned her.
Ralston saw his advantage and availed himself of it.
He sprang forward, took the revolver froni the small holster attached by a belt around her back, then gagged and
bound the girl with his own hand1rnrchief and hers.
Seizing her in his arms he quickly carried her to the
hollow tree, down the rope ladder, and threw her on one
of the straw beds.
'11 here he left her to recover her senses.
An hour later the mare turned up at the Cooke home.
The old prospector knew at once that something was
wrong.
He hardly believed that pis daughter had been thrown by
the animal.
It was his impression that somebody, probably two or
three men, had attacked her unawares, and after robbing
her of the few dollars she always carried, had let her go to
find her wa.y home on foot.
After waiting an hour for her to turn up he started to
look her up, taking the road he knew she had followed to
go to the Golding farm.
Finding no trace of her anywhere, he kept on to the farm.
There he learned that she had started for home Several
hours before.
His anxiety over her was so great that the farmer and
two of his help mounted horses and accompanied him back.
They looked everywhere along the route that she was believed to have taken, but found no signs of her.
When they reached the cottage it was dark and silent,
just as the prospector had left it.
Old man Cooke was now seriously alarmed for his child.
He and the farm people rode back and scoured the country for hours without result .
'fhe disappearance of Tess w'as a great mystery, and her
father had never been so broken up before, unless it was
when his wife died some years since.
CHAPTER IX.

,

IN WHICH TED FINDS TESS.

It was late Satmday afternoon that Tess Cooke disappeared, and next morning the news was known in town.
The sheriff was a particular friend of old man Cooke, so
the prospector appealed to him to help find his daughter.
The officer called his friends together and off they went
to the neighborhood where the girl had vanished.
Ted heard the news about the middle of the forenoon.
"Say, Jesse," he cried, rushing up to his chuip, his face
ablaze with anxiety and exciten,1ent, "I've just learned that
something has happened to Tess Cooke."
"SoI1:1ething happened to her!" ejaculated Jesse.
"They say she's disappeared, and her old man is crazy
about her."
"Why, where could she disappear to?"
"That's what is bothering her father. Get your coat on;
we must go out to his house and find out if this report is
really true. I couldn't rest a minute if anything has happened to her."
f
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"Yo~ think a whole lot 0£ her, don't you,. Ted?"
"Bet your life I do. Why shouldn't I, when she saved
my life?"
"You'd be willing to save hers, too, if tnat was necessary."
"I guess I would.- I'd go through fire and water for her."
Ted set a hot pace, and inside of an hour they reached
the Cooke home.
'l'hey found the old man and several men who had just
returned from another unsuccessful search.
In a few words the prospector tolcl the boys the little he
knew about the disappearance of his daughter.
He also told them ab.out the close search he and several
men had made of the country, and how the sheriff and a
considerable force were still at it.
"You can't tell just w}).ere she might have met with an
accident, can you?" said Ted.
"No, but she disappeared somewhere between here and
the Golding £arm."
Ted asked where the Golding farm lay, and then he ·and
Jesse started off in that direation.
When they reached the wood they stopped to rest, and
as luck would have it Ted sat on the grnss in the very spot
where the girl was thrown.
While fanning himself with his hat he saw something
sparkle in the grass.
Re picked it up and looked at it.
He recognized it at once as the locket containing his
picture which he had lately given Tess.
"Look here! '' he cried to his chum. "Tess has been here.
This locket belongs to her. I gave it to her last Sunday.
See where the thin chain snapped off? We must hunt
around here. H she was thrown by her mare and hurt she
may haYe crawled s;ome little distance in the grass, and
then been 11Dable to go further. You hunt in that direction
and I'll take this."
The boys started to search the ihimediate neighborhood
with great zeal, and gradually became separated.
Ted's course took him close by the great hollow oak.
His sharp eyes detected that the grass and ear'th thereabout were well trampled by heavy boots.
He also found a small piece of Tess's dress hanging to
a sharp twig.
. "Looks as if she was overpowered and carried off by some
men," he muttered. "They seem to have passed through
these bushes."
He worked his way in that direction and presently came
face to face with the opening in the tree.
"This old tree appears to be hollow," he breathed. "Can
it be that the scoundrels killed the girl and shoved h~r body
in there?"
His heart stood still at the bare supposition of such a
thing.
He looked in at the opening, but could see nothing.
Then he :flashed a match inside.
He perceived at once the bole leading downward through
the roots. 1
He lighted a second match and held it down the hole.
His astonished eyes lighted on the rope ladder, swinging
against the wall.
·
Evidently it was there to afford Clommunication with the
bottom 0£ the hole.

There must be some reason for that fact.
Whilefred was wondering what the meaning of it all was
the match expired in his fingers.
"Looks to me as if there was a pit or cave down there,"
he mused. "I've a mind to go down and see."
Re leaned as far down as he could and listened.
Ha.heard nothing.
"Well, I'm going down to see what's there, at any rate.
It 'ivon't take me more than a minute or two."
Raving come to this resolution he crawled inside the tree,
felt for the upper rung of the rope ladder, and then began
to descend into pitchy darkness.
The place seemed to widen out arOlmd bim, but he could
see nothing.
At last he touched the solid ground.
Turning around he was about to strike a match when he
saw a faint gleam of light twenty feet away.
That indicated that there was somebody there, and T.ed
stopped and put his hand on the butt of his revolver.
As an intruder he was liable to be up against trouble,
and he wanted to be prepared to meet it.
It struck him that it would be more prudent for him to
return to the surface and summon Jesse to back him up.
He began to entertain a strong suspicion that Tess Cooke
might be a prisoner in this place.
In no other way could he account for her mysterious dis·
appearance.
While he stood undecided as to what be should do he
heard the gruff tones of a man's voice where the light was.
The place appeared to be divided in two parts, the man
and the light being in the further one.
Ted decided to risk striking a matoh.
He did it on his trousers leg, and he caught a brief sur·
vey of the underground room before him, and the outlines
of the bulkhead beyond.
Re located the long table, the benches and other impedimenta before the match went out, and had satisfied
himself that there was no one that side of the bulkhead.
As Ted listened he hoord another voice reply to the gruff
one.
It sounded as if it might be a girl's.
The very suspicion that it was thrilled the boy.
Re determined to make sure .
With great caution he macle his way to the ppening into
the section beyond the bulkhead, holding his revolver in his
hand.
Before he reached it he had heard and recognized Tess's
voice.
The man's voice also had a familiar ring.
It har<l.ly needed a sight of the fellow's villainous features
to satisfy him that it was Tug Ralston who was threatening
Tess, like the coward he was.
·
It made Ted's blood boil to think that the girl of his
heart was at the mercy of such a scoundrel.
· But it shouldn't be for many moments more if he could
help it.
Glancing through the doorway he saw 'ress lying with her
hands bound l>ehind her upon one 0£ the beds.
She regarded her captor and tormentor with her customary fearlessness.
As far as the wordy contest weht Ralston was getting decidedly the worst of it.
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He seemed to be partially under the inftumice of liquor.
"Well, I've got you, at any rate, and what's more I'm
goin' to keep you here till I've shot that young fool, Ted
Brown. Then I'll light out and you can go back to your
old man," Ralston .was saying.
"If you should shoot Ted Brown you'd better order your
own coffin at the same time," retorted 'ress, in a tense tone.
"I'd follow you to the end of the earth if I had to, and
I'd shoot you down like a dog at the first chance I got."
"Yah 1 You little spitfire!" snarled the rascal. "I be)ieYe you would do it, but I'll take good care that you never
find out where I've gone."
"I'd find you if it took me years to do it, and when I
did I'd put so many holes into you that you'd look more like
a sieve than a human being."
"You talk to hear yourself, gal," sneered Ralston. "They
I
•
say po man has ever dared to kiss you because you're so
handy with your gun: Well, I reckon I'm goin' to kiss
you now, with or without your consent."
"If you do you'll regret it, as sure as my name is Tess
Cooke," replied the girl fiercely, her eyes flashing fire.
"I'll take my chances on that," he chuckled with a tipsy
leer. "And what's more, I'm goin' to kiss you every day
while you're here, d'ye understand?"
He advanced on the girl with an unsteady step, and
leaning over seized her helpless form in his arms.
She struggled as best she oould to evade the pollution
of his rum-soaked and tobacco-sodden lips; but even had
her arms been free her strength would have availed her
nothing against his.
She fe~t his reeking breath on her face, and uttered a cry
like a wounded animal, when-smash!
The butt of Ted's revolver descended on the rascal's head,
and he dropped like a steer stricken in the shambles.
CHAPTER X.
THE FIRST KISS.

"Tess!" cried Ted, pushing the insens~ble scoundrel a.side
with his foot. "It is I-Ted, come to save you!"
He raised her in his arms, and as her eyes met his in
the gloom even of the place, she knew h.i.rn, and uttered a
thrilling cry of delight.
"Ted, Ted!" she exclaimed, and dropped her head on
• his shoulder.
He thrust his revolver back into his hip pocket, and set
to work to unloosen the knot of the handkerchief that held
her wrists together.
· 'Yes~ it's me, all right, and Jesse is outside, too," he
said as he worked away.
"Oh, Ted, I'm so glad you've come to save me from that
brute. Had he succeeded in kissing me I believe I should
have killed him the moment I got a weapon of any kind in
my hands."
"Never mind, Tess. Calm down. He didn't kiss you.
I'm afraid I should have shot him myself if he had done
so. As it is, if I haven't broken his skull it's because it's
an uncommon!~ thfok one."
As soon as her arms were .free she threw them impulsively
around Ted's neck and looked lovingly into his face.
rrhen, before he knew what was coming, she kissed him
full on the lips.
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"'!'here, I've done what I never did before in. my life to
anyone but my father and mothdr," she said with a rich
flush on her face; "but I couldn't help it. I love you, Ted,
and I don't care who knows it."
"And I love you, too, Tess, with all my heart."
As he uttered the words he kissed her as she had kissed
him, and she smiled contentedly in his face.
".And now let us get away from this place," he said, releasing her. "But first we must secure this rascal so he
will not be able to escapa until the sheriff comes after him."
Ted tore one of the blankets in strips, and bound the
fellow's arms behind his back, both at the elbows and at the
wrists.
Then he tied his legs together. ,
While he was doing the latter Tess spied the butt of her
revolver sticking' from Ralston's hip pocket, and she immediately secured it.
.
Leaving the ruffian where he was, to recover his senses
without aid, the boy took up the candle, stuck it in the
neck of a bottle, and, with Tess by his side, walked into the
other section of the underground cavern.
He placed the bottle on the table.
"This is a wonderfully secure retreat, Tess," he said,
leading her toward the rope ladder. ':The only entrance
seems to be through a great hollow tree above, the opening
to which is hidden by the bushes. It was made by human
hands you can easily see, and it must have taken a bunch of
men to do it. Has Ralston any companions to your knowledge?"
"I have neither seen nor heard anyone besides him since
I was brought here yesterday afternoon," she answered.
"Then he may have accidentally found this place and was
occupying it alone until he captured you. You shall tell
me by and by how he managed to get you in his power,
Tess."
"I can tell you now in a very few words," she replied.
"While plUlsing through this wood on my return from a
visit to the Goldir:; farm yesterday afternoon my mare was
startled by the sudden appearance of a strange dog, and
threw me. While I was suffering from the shock Tug Ralston came upon me, took my revolver away and then, after
binding me with his handkerchief, and tying my own across
my mouth, he carried me down into this underground oavern and laid me on one of those straw beds to recover.
That's-the whole story of how I came to be in bis power."
"Well, Tess, here is the rope ladder. Will you go up
first? Don't mind the darkness. You will find the opening
in the tree before you. Step right out into the bushes, a.n d
I'll be with you in a moment."
While he placed his foot on the ladder to steady it she
climbed up.
In a few moments he heard her call down "All right !"
Then he followed and found her standing just outside
the openmg.
Pushing their way through the bush~ they reached the
bridl'e-patb.
"Jesse! Oh, Jesse!" shouted Ted.
"Hilloa !" came back from his chum at some distance.
"Tell me, Ted," said Tess, grasping the boy's arm lovingly with both of hers, "how did you find that cavern, and
how did you know I was down there?"
"I found it by accident, and I di cl .. ::.t know you were
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down there. It was this that caused me to hunt around
With a shout he spurred on his animal, and alighting
here for some evidence of your presence," and he took from close to the young people he grabbed his child in his arms
. his pocket the locket he had found in the grass, and handed with tears of joy and relief ,running down llls bronzed
cheeks.
it to her.
"Tess, Tess, where have you been since yesterday? What
"My locket!" she cried. "I had not missed it."
happened to you?" he asked after pressing her to his breast
She opened it and kissed his picture.
"I'd rather you'd kiss me than my picture," he said, and kissing her several times .
. "Dear old dad; did you miss me so much?" she replied
"Would you?" she asked with a coquettish glance.
Then she threw her arms around Jiis neck and once more with a fond caress.
their lips met .
"Tell me where you have been," he repeated tremulously.
.Ancl it was a long kiss, too, for Jesse hove in sight as
"I've been a prisoner in an underground cave."
they separated.
"A prisoner in an underground cave!" he ejaculated.
"Hurrah!" shouted Dane when he caught sight of Tess.
"Yes, and I'd have been there yet, and probably for some
" You' ve got her, have you?"
time, only for Ted Brown. He found me and rescued me
"Looks like it, doesn't it?" replied Ted.
from the rascal who had captured me."
"Where in creation have you been, Tess?" asked Jesse.
"Who is the rascal who treated you this way, and where
"You' d never guess," replied Ted. "She's been a pris- is he? If we catch him we'll hang him to the nearest tree."
oner in an underground cavern."
"No, you mustn't hang him, dad, though he deserves it.
".A prisoner in an underground cavern!"
You must turn him over to the sheriff. He's been looking
"Exactly. .And who do you suppose was keeping her for him for a week. It's Tug Ralston."
there?"
"Tug Ralston!" gritted the old man. "He shall suffer
"How should I know ?"
for this outrage. Where is he?"
"Then I'll tell you. It was Tug Ralston."
"Ted will show you. He made a prisoner of him. You
"You don't mean it!" almost gasped Jesse. "Do you must thank Ted, dad, for saving me."
mean to say that Ralston is in this neighborhood?"
The old prospector grabbed Ted by the hands and
"I do. I knocked him out with the butt end of my re- thanked him with gratitude in his heart.
volver a few minutes ago."
"Now," he said, "lead us to where this scoundrel is.
"Well, I don't see how he i::ianaged to keep clear of the We'll settle with him in mighty short order," added the old
sheriff."
man grimly.
'
"You would if you'd seen the snug hiding-place he1s got."
"I will on condition that you promise not to make it a
"Where is it?"
hanging bee," replied Ted. "I can't be a party to turning
"Do you see that big, thick oak tree yonder?"
that fellow off in such a way, bad as he is. You must agree
Jesse noc1c1ed.
to turn him over to the sheriff.';
"The trunk is hollow."
The prospector didn't want to agree to any such thing.
"The dickens it is !"
In his younger days he had been used to lynch law for
"The roots are also hollow. In fact, a deep hole leads offences far less serious in his opinion than this attack on
right down to a cavern under the ground. The, sheriff evi- his daughter.
dently doesn't know of the existence ot the place. It is furThe very idea of that rascal depriving his daughter of her
nished with a good-sized table, benches, and a dozen straw liberty even for an hour was beyond pardon in his estimacouches covered with blankets. It looks like the roosting tion.
place ~f a gang of bandits."
The other men, more cool-headed and less interested,
"There are no bandits in this neighborhood."
backed Ted up.
"No; but I heard there was some years ago when the ' 'l'hey declared that as long as Tug Ralston had not acLookout mine :first started."
tually harmed Tess Cooke they could not go to extremes
"You say you knocked Ralston out?"
with him.
"I did."
With everybody opposed to his summary plan the pros".And he's down in that cavern ?"
pector reluctantly agreed to hand Ralston over to the au"Yes-securely bound hand and foot, waiting for the thorities.
sheriff to take charge of him."
He took Ted up behind him on his horse, and while Tess
"I'm glad that I see his finish in sight. He's wicked and Jesse walked on to her home the mounted party, guided
enough to get a life sentence."
by Ted, proceeded to the hollow tree in the wood.
"If he gets five years I think it will be the most that'll
happen to him," replied Ted.
CH.APTER XL
While they were talking the party bad started to walk
TED STARTS FOR HOME.
back to the Cooke home, Tess holding on to Ted as :if she
considered him her private property.
Less than an hour later the mounted party rode up to
Soon after striking the creek road they saw a small party the Cooke home.
of horsemen approaching them at a brisk trot.
They had Tug Ralston, who had regained his senses,
It consisted of old man Cooke and his friends starting strapped on the back of one of the horses.
out for a more extended search of the country.
He looked like the hard case he was--dirty, unshaven
The prospector was riding a bit in adrnnce and he im- and sullen.
mediately spotted his daughter and the boys.
Ted uismounted and rejoined Tess, while the rest of the
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party, after :finishing the contents of the old man's whisky
jug, started for Carson with their prisoner.
The young people _entertained on'e another until Pop
·
Cooke returned.
was
which
dinner,
Ted and Jesse helped the girl preparE)
all ready by the time the prqppector ·got back with a glow
of satisfaction on his rugged countenance.
During the meal Tess told her story to her father, and
then Ted told him how he had discovered the entrance to
the secret retreat underground.
"It's a whole lot of satisfaction to me to know that-the
rascal is under lock and key at last, with the pretty certain
prospect of spending a good many moons in the State prison," said Ted.
"I'm ~o glad," said Tess. "I was always afraid that he
would harm you, Ted."
"And I'm glad, too," put in Jesse. "I was always nervous about .Ted myself."
Late that night, after the boys had gone home, the sheriff
and his posse drew up before the Cooke home and the officer rapped on the ,door.
The prospector was aroused and looked out of the window.
"Hello, John," he said. "I've got Tess back.'"
"Glad to hear it," answered the sheriff. "Where is she?"
The old man told him all the particulars, winding up
with the statement that he' d :find Tug Ralston safe in the
calaboose at Carson.
"That's good," replied the officer. "That young chap did
you and rress a good turn, and me one as well. He deserves
the thanks of the county."
The posse rode away and the prospector went bacJ.t to bed.
Next morning Ralston was brought before the Carson
magistrate for examination.
Tess and Ted were on hand to give 1their evidence.
Ralston had nothing to advance in his own defense, so
he was held for trial at the county seat.
The sheriff lost no time in taking him to the county jail,
where he was provided with a cell till his day of trial.
Before that event came off old man Cooke had thoroughly
prospected Ted's property and told him that the facts warranted his proceeding at once with the formation of a
company to take over the ground and begin mining operations on an up-to-date principle.
So 'l'ed decided to start for home to have a talk with his
mother and set the ball rolling.
'l'he nearest town on the railroad to Carson was Truxton,
:fifty miles distant, and Ted had to go there on horseback to
catch a train East.
Tess hated to part with him, even for a few weeks, but
she realized that she had to do it.
"You won't forget me, will you, Ted?" she said tearfully
the night before he was to begin his journey. "You won't
let any other girl come between us? Promise me."
"Of course I'll promise you," he said, kissing her. "Just
as if any other girl stood the ghost of a show alongside of
~
you."
"I should want to die if anything happened to take you
away from me," she said.
"Oh, nothing is going to happen to do that," he answered. "You're the only girl I ever had, anyway."
".Am I?"

"Yes, you are."
"I'm so glad of that. I think I'd shoot any girl that
tried to come between us. I'd shoot her and then kill myself."
"Don't talk nonsense, Tess. Arc you going to be jealous
of every girl that looks at me?"
"No-o; but I want you all myself."
"Well, you've got me all yourself."
"Not when you're away from me-hundreds of milea
away."
"Can't you trust me?"
"Yes, of course; but- -"
"But what?"
"I'm not like other girls. I've seen pictures of them in
the magazines that dad takes. rrhey dress in fine clothes,
and they look prettier than me."
"Don't you believe that they're prettier than you. I
think you're the loveliest girl in all the world."
"Do you honestly believe that, Ted?" she asked, nestling
closer to him.
"Bet your life I do. Just wait till I'm president of my
copper mining company, and we're married one of these
days, I'll get you clothes that will make your head swim.
Your father "says that I'm bound to make a million or more
out of the mine in time. .A million is a whole lot of money.
The interest on it alone would give a man a good income.
Well, that million will be as much yours a1s mine. If I belong to you my money will, too."
"I don't care anything about your money. I'm satisfied
to have you."
"Even if I was only a boy copper miner?" laughed Ted.
"Yes. I wouldn't care what you were."
"You'll think different one of these days. Wait till you
come to live in a fine house, and dress like a lady, then
you'll understand the value of money."
"Maybe so; but I wouldn't lose you for all the money and
dresses in the world."
"I'm glad to hear it. By holding on to me you'll get
the money and dresses, too, and the fine house, and servants
'
to boss around."
"Oh, dear, I don't know what I should do with servants.
I've always kept house for dad myself."
"Well, don't worry about the servant problem till you're
up agains't it. I'm going to write you two or three times
a week; and you must answer at least half my letters."
''I'll answer them all."
"So much the better. I'll be on the lookout for them."
Ted promised to ride out in the morning to bid her a
fin al good-b,ye, and then he took his leave.
Jesse got leave of absence from the mine to see his
chum off on his road East.
Ted met him at the mine after his last parting from Tes~.
and they rode together as far as the town of Dunkirk, nine
miles from Carson.
There the boys shook hands and separated, and Ted continued on his way alone.
His course took .him through the mountains, but the road
was a good one all the way to Truxton, and was the route
taken by the teams carting the copper ore to the railroad.
Ted calculated on reaching Sedgwick, a small town,
about dark1
He intended to stop there for the night.
J
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His animal, however, stepped into a hole aU<l wrenched
his foot, and the boy had to lead him a mile till he came
to a brook, where he bathed the limb and gave him a rest.
The horse, however, limped a good bit after that, so that
Ted had to favor him all he could lest he break down altogether.
The consequence was that darkness caught him many
miles west of Sedgwiqk.
Furthermore, the sky had grown overcast and every moment looked more threatening.
"This is kin·a of hard luck," he said to himself. "Looks
ns if I'm in for a wetting. I don't know how far Sedgwick
is from here, but I judge that it's quite a distance. It's
liable to take me three or four hours to reach it at this rate.
If I saw a house anywhere in sight I'd apply for supper
and a night's lodging for myself and beast. A good night's
rest ought to bring the animal around all right. But this
seems to be a particularly lonesome stretch. Not a solitary
light in sight. Oh, I'm wi·ong. There's a light now, but it
must be a good half a mile away, and a bit off the r'oad. I'll
have to ·r;iake for it. I hope it's from a farmhouse, though
I haven't seen the sign of a farm for the last three hours.
It's too moun~ainous about here I guess for a farm to be
productive."
Ted pushed on, keeping the light in sight.
H e was not riding, but leading the horse, as the animal
went better that way.
The light continued to shine clear and distinct through
the night, and Ted found no difficulty in keeping it in view.
'I'hat it came :from so'rne house, whose outlines the boy
was not yet able to make out, was almost certain, and Ted
welcomed any old shelter with pleasure, for the rain had
begun falling in a kind of drizzle which promised to become
heavier presently, while the wind was rising and soughing
through the many trees in the vicinity.
At length 'l'ed came to a half opened gate leading into
a short lane.
He took the liberty 0£ entering it with his horse.
The fencing and genernl aspect of the place, as well as
, he could make out in the dark, did not impress him with
the worldly importance of the person or persons who lived
there.
"I don't believe I'll :find much of an accommodation
here," he mused; "but any kind of a roof is bettor than no
shelter at all on such a night as this. It's g6ing to rain
pretty hard before a great while, and if I were obliged to
push on to Sedgwick I should resemble a drowned rat by
the time I got there. Who would 1ave thought when I left
Carson this morning that I should run into such conditioni>
as. these? It looked then as if it wasn't going to rain for
a month. However, that wouldn't have made any difference
with me if my horse hadn't met with that accident. We
should both be snug!y housed in Sedgwick by this ti.pie.
Well, a fellow must take things as they come in this world
and say nothing." ·
The light vanished as Ted continued on up the lane, but
a dark blot upon the gloomy landscape indicated the position 0£ the house he had been counting on.
The lane ended at a tumble-down gate; and pushing this
op~n on its rusty hinges, boy and horse found themselves
in a yard overgrown with weeds and other kinilil of rank
ve~etatien.

I

Hacl it been lighter Ted would have seen a weather-beaten
two-story building that showed every evidence of neglect
and comparative poverty.
In the darkness and rain, however, most of ifa shortcomings were temporarily concealed from the young visitor,
who was not curiously eno'ugh disposed to examine the house
with a critical eye.
•
Ted walked up to a door in a single-story addition at the
rear, wheTe he saw a light and which was evidently the
kitchen, for a stovepipe rose through the roof, iJ,nd knocked
loudly.
'
_
CHAPTER XII.
A STARTLING ENCOUNTER.

Ted had to knock a second time before any notice was
taken of his presence . .
Then the light disappeared from the window, the door
was unbarred and opened on a chain, and the outlines of a
gaunt-looking woman of middle age, with a lamp in her
hand, appeared in the narrow space.
"Who are you and what do you want?" she inquired in
a tone that did not speak well for a hospitable reception:
'.'I am a boy, and I want shelter from the rain. I am on.
my way to Sedgwick."
"vVhy don't you go on to Sedgwick, then?"
"I'm afraid it's too far."
"It ain't more'n seven mile by the road."
"My horse has broken down, and as it's raining harder
every moment I'd rather stay here awhile if you'll let me.
If you'll give me a bed and something to eat, with shelter
ancl some hay for my animal, I'll pay you well."
"What will you pay?" asked the woman, her eyes lighting up greedily at the word.
"I'll give you a dollar, if you think that's fair," replied
Ted.
"A dollar l" exclaimed the woman:
"Yes, a dollar."
. "I haven't any accommodations for strangers in the
house," she answered, after a pause, during which she eyed
the boy closely under the gleam of the lamp. "B~sides, my
husband wouldn't stand for you bein' here nohow. I expect
him home any moment, maybe drunk, and he'd break my
bones if he caught sight of ftOU. Still, I want that dollar
mighty bad. I don't see money very often, and a dollar
w~mld be a windfall to me. If you wouldri.'t mind puttin"
up with the hay in the lo£t of the barn-you could put
your horse in one of the vacant stalls-and some meat and
bread with a jug 0£ milk, and will pay me a dollar for it,
you kin stop; but I can't do no better."
"All right," replied Ted, who was glad to make any kind
of an arrangement that offered shelter from the inclemency of the weather. "The barn will do all right."
• ,,
"It ain't much of a place," said the woman, in an apolo+
getic tone, "but it'll keep off the wind and rain. You'll
find plenty of hay for a bed in the loft, and you kin give
your hoss as much of it as he kin eat. You'll find a bucket
somewhere on the ground floor: You kin fill it with water
from the trough in the yard. I'll let you have a lantern if
you'll promise to be careful with it, and fetch it back as soon
as you've fixed your hoss: Then you kin give me the dollar,
and I'll give you the food and the jug of milk."
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The rain had stopped to some extent, but the :flashing
Ted told her that was satisfactiory, so she got the lantern,
light showed that it was still coming down in a heayy
lit it and handed it to him.
"You'll :find the barn yonder," she said, waving her hand drizzle.
in the direction.
The men were pretty well soaked, but neither seemed to
mind it much .
"Thank you, ma'am, I'll find it."
'rhe man with the lantern opened the barn door and
. He found the building easily enough, and it was truly a
walked in, followed by liis companion.
dilapidated structure.
As neither glanced in the direction of the stalls the horse
Ted wondered ii it really would keep the rain out.
The door was held shut by a leather strap attached to a escaped their attention.
"Look out that you don't stumble over that . there plow,
button.
The boy walked in first and looked around the ground Tug," said the roan who appeared to be the owner of the
barn.
:fi~or.
"I'll look out, don't you :fear," replied his companion,
He saw two stalls, in one of which was a fodder rack.
A rickety buggy stood at one side, held togethei· by ropes, none other than Tug Ralston, who had escaped, with a
couple of other prisoners, from the counly jail early that
each of the wheels leaning in a different direction.
Pieces of harness bung about, bl1t there was no sign o:f morning. "You think this place will be safe for me to lie
lovv in for awhile?"
a horse.
"It will be safe enough for to-night, I guess. In the
Various farming implements, much the worse :for use,
mornin' I'll take you to a place in the woods where you'll
lay around in disorder.
Ted went up the flight o:f stairs he saw in the corner and be all right as long as you choose to Atay there."
"I reckon I struck luck when I met you, Higgins," said
cxaroin~d the loit.
There was a pile of hay there that would make a soft Ralston as he followed the man np the stairs to the loft.
enough bed; a covered oblong box, which might or might "It must be nigh on to two years Rince we was pals."
"It's all of that, Tug, and I'm right glad to meet you
not ha'e been empty, and various odds and ends connected
again."
with farming.
"You're doi.Ii' me a good turn, Riggins, and I sha'n't
Ted pitched as much hay down as he thought would
satisfy the appetite of his animal, descended, put it in the forget it."
"I never go back on an old friend if I can help it."
rack, and then led the animal into the stall.
The two men were now in the loft and Higgins flashed
The horse attacked th'3 hay, and while he was thus emlantern carelessly around.
his
trough.
the
at
it
ployed Ted hunted up the bucket and filled
The light revealed to him the outlines of the sleeping boy
After the animal had ate his fill the boy watered him, and
on the hay.
then returned to the house with the lantern.
"What in thunder have we here?" he ejaculated with an
The woman had' the food waiting for him, and after
handing her the dollar bill, which she clutched as though imprecahon.
He stepped quickly over to the spot and turned the lanit were a yellowback, he took the plate of meat and buttered
full upon Ted, who was sleeping with his head buried
tern
bread, and the jug of milk, and retired to the barn to make
in the hay.
away with it.
"A boy" he said. · "I wonder i:f he came in here on his
He shut the barn door, but could not fasten it on the
own hook or whe:ther my missus gave him permission to
inside.
Carrying the jug and the plate up to the loft, he Rat down sleep here?"
"Is she that soft-hearted?" asked Ralston with a sour
on the floor in the dark and disposed of the meat and bread
look.
appetite.
and milk with a good
"Xot to my knowledge she isn't. I'll have to rout him
The rain, which had stoppe'd after hi3 conversation with
the woman, now came down in earnest, while the wind out or it won't be safe for you to stay here."
"If you rout him out he'll see me, anyway."
piped up and whistled through the crannies of the barn.
".Not if you hide yourself while I'm doin' it."
"Gee! Bnt I'm glad I'm under cover. It's a beastly
"Where will I hide?"
night to be out in. The rain doesn't seem to come in
"Get into that corner."
through the roof, that's one satisfaction. As for the wind,
Ralston did so.
I don't mind that, for the weather is warm. If it was
Then Higgin5 grabbed Ted by tile arm and pulled hilll
winter I'd have to burrow under the hay to avoid being
frozen. Well, I'll turn in now, hoping that there may be into a sitting posture.
"What are you doin' here, young :feller?" he asked the
a change for the better by morning so that c11n go on to
boy in a :fierce tone.
Sedgwick."
Ted looked at him in sleepy bewilderment.
Ted threw himself upon the pile of hay, and was pres"What's the matter?" he asked.
ently lulled to repose by the wind and rain.
"I asked you what brought you her ?" demanded HigA couple of hours passed, and then there was a noise
,.
gins crustily.
outeide.
"Are you the man who owns thi11 place?"
Two men were croesing the yard toward the barn.
"Yes, I'm the man who own!! this place. You ain't got
Both were of powerful physique, and hard-looking chaps.
right here, so just skip."
no
hand,
The one who led the way carried a lantern in his
"Won't you let me stay till morning?"
and it was the same lantern Ted hall used to attend on
"No, I won't. I won:t have you 'round here.".
his horse.
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"I came here to get out of the i·ain, and I paid--"
"Then leave the boy with me and get back to your house.
Ted stopped as it suddenly occurred to him that the You needn't know what happens after you're gone."
"I tell you I won't have nothin' like that 'round here,"
woman of the house might not want this man, who was
probably her husband, to know that she had received a dol- replied Higgins firmly, thrusting the revolver into his
p'ocket.
lar for food and the poor accommodation of the loft.
"What's that? You_ paid what?"
"Well, if you don't like bloodshed I can wring his neck
"Nothing," repli~d the boy, who would rather lose the just as well as not. I don't care how I fix him as long as
benefit of his money than get the wo:;iwn in trouble. "I was ) do it," said Ralston sullenly
"No, you let the boy alone."
bound for Sedgwick. My horse sprained one of his forelegs
"I thought you was a friend of mine," growled, Tug.
and couldn't carry me. Then it got dark and came on to
rain. So I put in here to rest the horse and keep dry."
"I'm doin' you a friendly turn in savin" you \from the
gallows."
"Where's your hoss ?"
"I ain't worryin' about the gallows."
"Downstairs in one of the stalls."
"You'd get there pretty quick if you killed this boy."
" I didn't see him. Well, you'd better take him and go.
"How do you know I would? I'm willin' to take the
You can reach Sedgwick in an hour hossback."
"I'm afraid the horse won't bear me, so I'll have to chances to get square with him."
walk."
"What the dickens has he done to you that you're so dead
'' I don't care what you do as long as you get a move or.." set against him?"
"I'll give you half a dollar if you'll let me stay till
"He's done enough."
morning."
"~t's my opinion that you' re a bit off your block."
"No, you won't give me nothin'. Just make yourself
"I don't care what your opinion is. I'~n goin' to settle
scarce, d'ye understand?"
things with this boy whether you like it or not."
"I say you're not. Skip along, young fellow, while you've
Ted realized that further argument was useless, and he
got up from his straw bed.
got the chance."
Ted, seeing his opportunity, moved toward the ladder.
Higgins raised his lantern and :fl.ashed it in his face.
As the boy's featmes were plainly illuminated Tug RalWith a howl of rage Tug started for him, but Higgins
interposed his bulky form between.
ston uttered an exclamation of surprise and anger.
In a moment the two men grappled.
Ted turned and looked in the direction of the sound.
Ralston da'Shed forth from his place of concealment and
Both were o.f about equal strength and physique, and they
grabbed the boy by the back of the neck.
swayed to and fro about the lo.ft.
"I've got you again, have I? Well, I reckon I'll fix you
As Ted had no interest in their encounter, though he :felt
for keeps now, blast you!"
grateful to Higgins for saving his life, he rushed downHe drew a revolver from his pocket, cocked it and pressed stairs, unhitched his horse and led him out into the night.
it against Ted's head.
The rain had ceased, but there was no sign that the
weather was clearing up.
As Ted passed through the barn door he heard a crash
CHAPTER XIII.
up
in the loft, and saw a .flash of light through the small,
HOW HIGGINS SAVES TED'S LIFE AND THE BOY RETURNS
sashless opening.
THE FAVOR.
He hastened to lead his lilljlping animal away, and had
"Hold on, Tug!" exclaimed Higgins'. "What in thunder got as far as the gate of the lane when, looking back, he
are you up to ?"
rnw the lo.ft 1vas on fire.
He knocked up his companion's arm just as the ra scal
"\"\'ell, it's nothing to me," )le muttered, leading his horse
pulled t~e trigger.
into tlic bne. "Still, I wouldn't like to s.ee any harm come
There was a fl.ash, a stunning report that staggered Teel, h t!rnt rn::m who saYed me from having my brains blown
and the bullet went into the roof of the barn.
Octt. I'll wait here a few moments."
"Are you macl, Tug Ralston?" roared Higgins; grabbing
The words were hardly out of his mouth before he saw
the revolver and wrenching it from his companion's hand. oTie of the men dash out through the door and run towards
"What in creation did you try to shoot this boy for?"
the woods.
"'Cause I hate him!" replied Ralston vindictively.
" That must be Ralston. IT'he man who owned the place
"You hate him!" cried Higgins in surprise.
\VOulc1 not run away like that."
"Yes, I hate him. Give me the gun so I can finish him."
He watched to see Higgins appear, but he didn't, and the
"Do you mean to say that you know this boy?"
fire was increasing fast.
"Yes, I know him, and I'll never rest till he's planted."
"I shouldn't wonder if Ralston knocked him senseless
"What -have you got against him?"
and then left him behind to burn up. He's coward and cur
"That's my business. I had him twice dead to rights; enough to do just such a thing. I'm going back to help
but each time he got away. He sh(t'n't get away now if I the man myself. I owe him a good turn, and will pay it
have to strangle him."
if I can."
_
He spoke with! compressed fury and made a grab for .Ted.
Ted, after hastily tying his horse to a big spreading tree,
Higgins, however, interfered.
ran back to the barn, which was blazing away at a great rate.
"Stop !" he said in a determined voice. "I won't stand
The smoke was pouring out of the window, which was
for no murder business on my premises. Do you s'pose I outlined against the glare of the flames, and was rising
want to have noose put 'round my neck on your account?" through the interstices of the shingle roof ..
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=======-======================;==============================--Very little was coming through the doorway, and
consciou in the

through
that entrance Ted rushed.
It looked like a risky matter to venture up the ladder to
the loft, but the boy, feeling that a life was at stake, was
not deterred by the danger.
He bounded up two steps at a time and thrust his head
into the thick smoke that filled the upper story.
Almost within his reach lay the unconscious :form of the
owner of the place, stretched at full length . .
Ted stepped up and grabbed him by the head and shoulders.
He was a heavy weight to move, especially under the circumstances.
At that moment he heard the screams of the woman of
the house, who had just ~iscovered that the barn was on fire.
Whether she had any knowledge that her husband had
gone to the building with the stranger he had brought with
him, or whether she was merely concerned about the safety
of the boy she bad sent there to sleep, certain it is she ran
toward the barn in great excitement.
She reached the door just in time to see Ted dragging
her insensible husband down the stairs as he might a bag of
goods.
With a shriek the woman rushed :forward to help him.
As she caught her husband in her sinewy arms the boy
staggered against the plow and fell over it.
Then the floodgates of heaven opened of a sudden and a
heavy downpour of :i:ain descended upon the landscape.
Under this deluge the fire began to hiss and splutter
where it had broken through the roof.
Through it all the woman bore her husband to the house,
and, unmindful of the boy who bad really' saved him, started
to bring him to his senses.
This was not a difficult job, and he was soon on bis feet,
looking out the door at the barn where the fire was making
little headway in the pouring rain.
The woman hurriedly told him how the boy, to whom she
now admitted having given permission to stay all night in
the loft, had pulled him downstairs from the burning loft,
but she had not seen him since.
"He probably went off in the rain," she concluded.
"He needn't have done that now," growled the man. "As
he did me a good turn I'd have let him stay in the kitchen
for the rest of the night." •
Seeing that while the rain continued there was a chance
to saYe the lower part of his barn, at any rate, Higgins left
the house and ran over to the building.
As be picked up the bucket that Ted had used to water
his horse he saw the boy getting up from the plow on which
he had been lying, knocked out.
"Hey!" cried Higgins. "You here yet? Run to the
house and ask the old woman to give you a tin pail. I want
you to help me put out the fire."
Ted got the pail and he and Higgins worked vigorously
:for the next fifteen minutes carrying water from the trough
up to the loft and throwing it upon the bui:ning bay and
smoldering wood.
At the end of that time the flames had been entirely
subdued.
Now that the need of further exertion was over Higgins
turned to 'l'ed and said : · ·
'
"My old woman says you saved my life when I was un-

burnin' loft above. Well, I'm obliged to
you. If I can ever do as much for you I'll do it."
"You've already done as much for me. You saYed me
from having my brains blown O!lt by Tug."
"That's so. I forgot about it. In facli) you were the
cause of the racket between us which ended by his laying me
out as stiff as a poker. He's got a fist that has as much
power in it as a mule's hind legs."
·while they were talking the rain eased up again to a
smart drizzle, but that made little difference to them, as
they were as wet as though they had been in the nearby
river.
"Where did you leave your hoss ?"asked Higgins.
"Under a big tree in the lane."
"You'd better go and bring him back. You can stay in
the house for the rest of the night. The old woman shall
make you a shakedown in the kitchen. and build a good fire
to dry your clothes and mine."
"I'm. much obliged to you."
"You're welcome. By the way, what is this grudge that
Tug has against you?"
Ted told him about the incident in the mine which had
led to Ralston's animosity.
"So he's been workin' in the Lookout mine, has he? I
never knew that before. "\Yell, I didn't think he was such
a tough chap as he seems to be. He and me used to be pals
once, about two years ago. Then he disappeared all of a
sudden and I didn't see him again till to-night, when he
came into the saloon at the Corners and asked for a drink.
He seemed kind of nervous like, and when I went up and
slapped him on the shoulder he jumped as though he had
been shot, and put his hand to his hip pocket where he carried his gun. 'When he recognized me he called me outside
and asked me to hide him up here, as he said he had broken
jail that mornin'. I was willin' to do him a favor for old
time's sake, so I fetched him on here. · I was goin' to let
him sleep in the loft, not supposin' it was occupied by somebody else. I would have let you stayed only I wanted you
out en his account. 1£ he hadn't jumped on you the way he
did there wouldn't have been all thi~ trouble, and you'd
haYe been on your way to Sedgwick."
Ted brought his horse back to the barn, gave him a rubbing down with the help of Higgins, and then accompanied
the man to the house, where a bed was prepared for him
on the kitchen floor, and his clothes with Higgins's were
hung to dry before a roaring fire.
CHAPTER XIV.
.A FIENDISH SCHEME OF RALSTON'S.

Next morning be was awakened by bearing the woman
moving around the kitchen.
She was preparing breakfast.
1
When she saw that he was awake she pointed to bis
clothes, which were on a chair, and said she'd go out while
he dressed hin1self.
It didn't take Ted more than five minutes to get into bis
garments.
"There's a bucket of water, a towel and some soap outside," the, woman said.
Ted accordingly went out into the yard and made bis
toilet as best he could.
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By that time breakfast was ready, and he was invited by ' "You'll find out by and by when the sun gets a bit hotHiggins to sit down and eat with them, which he was glad ter," snarled Ralston with an expression of sinister satisfaction.
to do.
"Look here, Ralston, can't l buy you off for a good sum
When the meal was concluded he announced his intenof money?" asked the boy after a pause. "I'll also agree
tion of resuming his journey.
'
He bade good-bye to the man and his wife and started off, not to appear against you in court."
"I'll guarantee you won't appear against me in court, if
his horse seeming to have recovered from his lameness.
He had covered perhaps one mile when a man jumped out I ever get there, whether it suits you or not," he replied
significantly. "As to buyin' me off, you ain't got money
from the cover of some bushes and confronted him.
Ted had no difficulty in recognizing him as Tug Ralston. enough to do that."
"I'll have plenty of money in a short time if you let
'l'he fellow grnbbed the bridle of his horse and then seized
me go."
the boy by the arm.
"Where are you goin' to get it?"
"I s'pose you thought you wouldn' t see me aiain," said
"Out of the copper mine on my property."
Ralst9n grimly; "but I ain't so easily shook off. · I'm sorry
"On your property?" sneered Ralston.
that I ain't got no weapon with me, but I reckon I can fix
"Yes. That is my property where you ran across Jesse
,
you without one."
Dane and me that Sunday you first tried to shoot me."
Ted was unarmed, having left his revolver with Jesse.
"Your property, eh? Diel you think you can stuff me
He had not the slightest idea of meeting Ralston when he
left Carson, as he supposed the rascal was securely housed with such a story as that?"
"I'm telling you the truth," replied Teel, earnestly.
in the county jail.
"If that's your property, and therc'R a copper mine on it,
Therefore he was placed at a great disadvantage in the
why were you workin' like a nigger wilh the rest of us in
presence of the husky scoundrel.
Ralston yanked him off his saddle, and held him while the Lookout? Answer me that."
"I didn't ]mow that there waR copper on my land till
he bound his wrists behind his back.
I worked in the Lookoltlt mine to get a general
recently.
with
in
head
your
"Now walk ahead of me or I'll smash
knowleage of copper so that I could prospect my property
a stone."
Ted, much against his inclination, felt obliged to comply and see if there was copper on it."
"That was the reason, eh?" said Ralston incredulously.
with the fellow's orders.
"Yes."
"It's a wonder you wouldn't let up on a fellow after
"And you expect me to believe that tommyrot ?" jeered
all the trouble you've given me," he said.
"I'll never let up on you till I've finished you," replied the rascal.
"I haven't any reason for telling you what isn't so."
Ralston savagely.
"Yes, you have. You want to try and hoodwink me into
Tug, leading the horse by the bridle, marched the boy
ahead of him, up a path away from the road and into the lettin' you off. But it won't work, not for a red cent," anc1
the ruffian laughed sardonically.
mountains.
"That isn't so. I want to convince you that I'm worth a
mood
no
in
was
Ted
and
say,
to
The rascal had nothing
J.ot of money, and that I'm able to pay you a good price for
for conversation.
It was a fine sunshiny morning after the rain, and nature letting up on me."
"How much do you want to pay me?"
seemed to be in a chipper mood, as far as she could be in
"I'll give you the first $10,000 I'll get hold of."
such a desolate region.
"If I knew you had the money in good coin or notes at
Ted wondered where his enemy was· taking him, but he
moment I might talk business, but as you haven't I'm
this
on
man
the
question
to
him
for
useless
was
it
knew that
·not goin' to take any chances."
the subject.
"You won't be taking any chances. I'll give you my
After a walk that lasted perhaps an hour they came to a
word that I'll pay you inside of six months."
swift mountain stream.
"Your word ain't worth nothin' to me. You'd swear to
The banks were rocky and without verdure of any kind.
Here Ralston stopped and tied the horse to a nearby tree. any lie in order to give me the slip."
"If you take my life it won't benefit you the least bit,"
"Sit clown!" he roared at Ted.
'T'he boy did so, for he judged the order would have been persisted Ted in desperate earnestness; "but you could get
follo11·ed by a blow from the.rascal's sledge-hammer fist had a whole lot of satisfaction out of $10,000."
"I know I could if I had it; but as I haven't I'll take
/
he refused to obey.
Tug paid no further attention to him, but went nosing a whole Jot of satisfaction out of doin' you up."
"An cl you want to kill me just beclmse I gave you one
around among the boulders as if in search of something.
Whatever it was the rascal was after, he did not find it, smack in the eye down in the mine that evening."
"I don't allow nobody to get the best of me if I can help
and he looked disappointed.
Finally he took out his pipe, filled it with tobacco, lit it it. Tt wasn't the blow you gave me alone. You made me
and began to smoke, regarding the boy with a malignant tumble out of the cage, and I came within an ace of passin'
in my checks."
look.
"That was your own fault."
"I s'po~e you're achin' to know what I'm goin' to do with
"That's a lie! It was yours," replied Ralston savag2ly.
you," he said at length.
"Well, even if it was, you wasn't hurt much. You were
"I can imagine that it isn't anything good," replied Ted
around Carson drinking that night."
wearily.
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"Thafs because I was lucky. I swore then I'd have your
life, and I'm goin' to have . it, so you might as well close
your trap. All you can say won't alter my intentions a bit."
'fed looked at his relentless face and felt discouraged.
The rascal had brought him there to kill him and could
not be turned from his purpose.
Just why he was delaying the commission of his crime
Ted coul'd not understand, but he wasn't kept long in ignorance.
Ralston could have knocked his brains out with a stone
and pitched hi body in the stream, but he made no such
attempt.
He had hit on a more malignant mode of accomplishing
his object-a mode that could have occurred only to such
a hardened ruffian.
Ralston cut off part of the hitching-rope attached to the
horse.
With this he now proceeded to bind Ted's ankles together.
Then he pushed the boy back on the fl.at stone just above.
the water on which he had been seated.
"Lie there," he said with an evil grin. "You'll have
company presently. 'fhen you'll understand how you've got
to die. I sha"n't have to spill.your blood this time. In
fact, there won't be no blood lettin' at all. The inhabitants
of th~se rocks will take the job off my hands." "Wlrnt do you mean?" asked Ted, not understanding
what was in store for him.
"IYhat do I mean?" replied Ralston with a :fiendish grin.
"I mean that I can count five rattlers comin' out of their
holes at this moment. They've been waitin' for the sun to
warm things up, and now they're comin' out to look around.
They're not Ycry lively yet, but I mean to stir them up.
When they get their mad up and look around to see who's
the cause of it they'll see you. Then the moment they get
within strikin' distance of you they'll wait for you to make
the first move, and when you do there'll be somei.hin' doin'
quicker'n a fl.ash of lightnin'. A rattler can strike so quick
it would make your head swim to follow the movement.
'fhe moment the p'ison is in you it'll work through your
veins so fast that a whole drug-store couldn't save you if it
was standin' yonder. How clo you like the prospect?"
It is scarcely necessary to say that 'l'ed didn't like it.
CHAPTER

XV.

IN WHICH RALSTON GETS IT IN THE NECK.

As Tug Ralston spoke be gathered up a handful of small
stones and began casting them at the slowly moving reptiles.
The rattlesnakes, the most deadly species of the wilderness, began to take notice.
Whir-r-r !
The warning rattle of one of the snakes sounded sharp
and distinct above the swishing waters of the stream.
The rascal threw more stones at them.
vVhir-r-r ! Whir-r-r !
The rattlers ~ere throwing off their torpidity.
They began coiling up ready to dart their heads, or even
their entire sinuous folds, at the enemy they scented somewhere about.
Tug laughed discordantly as he noticed the effect he had
produced among them.
"They will soon have you, Ted Brown," he gritted. "Lie
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still there! Don't you dare get up or I'll make a target of
your head, too."
Wbir-r-r !
One of the snakes sprung his rattle seemingly so close t o
Teel that the lad, with a cry of fear, turned over to roll as
far away as possible.
The snake was not quite within striking distance of the
spot where the boy lay, but it saw h im move and rapidly
uncoiled to glide nearer.
"Stop!" roared Ralston, springing forward, for he saw
that another move would precipitate Ted into the stream
antl rob him of the special entertainment he had counted on.
As the boy made the move in bis terror o..E the rattlesnake,
'l'ug reached for and grabbed him just as he was falling.
To brace himself he grasped the edge of the rock nearest
the snake.
In a moment the snake stopped, coiled itself and arched
its glittering bead.
Its keen, beady eyes were centered on Ralston's band.
"You thought to escape the snakes, did you?" gritted the
man. "Rather drown, eh? Well, I don't blame you, but
I was too quick for you that time. Come back here and take
your medicine. I wouldn't miss seein' you squirm among
them snakes for a mint. What a circus it will- -"
The sentence ended in a hoarse cry.
Just as he pulled 'fed back on the stone he r aised b is
fingers from the rock.
_
That movement was what the rattler had been waiting
for.
With the quickness of light its head shot forward and
its fangs were buried deep in Ralston's hand.
The man let go of Ted and turned around with the cry
on his lips.
He saw the rattler and realized that he had fallen into
the pit he had dug for the boy.
His face went ashen white with tenor and despair.
Another rattler was close upon him, too.
·while he was engaged with 'l'ed they had singled him out
as their enemy and came toward him.
·
The whir-r-r sounded and the fangs of the second snake
were buried in the fleshy part of his thigh.
His unearthly scream startled Ted into a sitting posture.
The exertion of the act loosened the cord that bound his
wrists so much that one of his hands came out and both
were then free.
The proximity of four of the rattlers caused Ted to get
his jackknife out of bis pocket in a twinkling and cut the
rope that bound his ankles.
Then he sprang on the rock and looked around to see
how he could best evade the snakes.
Their attention was all turned on Ralston, who had fal·
Jen and was writhing on the ground.
Ted gazed in a fascinated way at the doomed rascal.
He saw two snakes strike him simultaneously-one in
the cheek ·and the other in the neck.
One minute later the scoundrel stiffened out and lay
still, quite dead, his heart paralyzed by the quantity of
deadly poison that had been injected into his veins.
He had met the very fate he bad designed for his victim,
and the horror of it was such that Ted never forgot that
scene as long as he lived.
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As soon as the boy recovered his faculties he made haste
to leave the vicinity.
The man who had made so many attempts to kill him was
now a corpse--a corpse that even the mountain vultures
and coyotes would shun.
In an hour his bocly would be black and bloated-an object of repulsion.
,
The olcl adage that the mills of the gods grind slowly but
exceedingly fine was demonstrated in his fate.
He had been allowed to go his limit and had compassed
his own death.
Ted untied his horse from the tree and started ·back, as
.near as he could guess, for the road leading to Sedgwick.
It took him two hours to reach it, and: another hour to
cover the distance to the town.
As soon as he got there he inquired for the deputy sheriff.
He learned that he was away with a small posse trying to
round Tug Ralston up.
Then the boy told the constable how Ralston had met
his death.
'l'he news was immediately telegraphed to Truxton, the
county-seat.
'Ted registered at a hotel £.or dinner, and after the meal
started for Truxton at a smart gait.
He arrived there too late to connect with the afternoon
train, sh he put up at the nearest hotel to the railroad station, and put in his time that evening writing a long letter
to Tess Cooke, in which he detailed all his thrilling experiences since leaving Carson.
He wound up by describing Ralston's terrible death and
bis own wonderful escape from a like fate.
He also wrote a letter to Jesse aescribing what be had
passed through, but in a much briefer way, referring him
to Tess for the fuller details.
Next morning he took the east-bound train, and in due
time arrived at Petersville and was welcomed with open
arms by his happy mother.
She hardly knew him, she declared on greeting him at
the station, for be had changed quite a bit from the country
lad who had gone West merely to look up his property.
He was bigger and stronger, and more manly looking.
The hard work of the mine and the perils through which
he had passed in connection with Tug Ralston had left their
impress on him in more ways than one.
He had a long talk with his mother about the land and
the copper it contained, specimens of which he had brought
with him.
At her suggestion they both called on Judge Harper, a
retired lawyer living in the village, who was a sort of friend
of the family, and Ted laid the project of forming a company to mine the copper before him.
Ted showed him the specimens, and the WTitten Teport of
old man Cooke.
The evidence produced by the boy was sufficient to cause
him to take a lively interest in the matter.
He c;:ommunicated with an expert mining man in Truxton, requesting him to go to the Brown property, and to
call on Mr Cooke for full details.
The result was a report so per£ectly satisfactory that
Judge Harper no longer had any doubts as to the advisability of helping Ted form a company for getting the ore on
the market.

Pull particulars were obtained from the expert as to the
cost of establishing and operating a suitable plant, the cost
and method of shipping the ore.
With complete data at his command the judge went ahead
and interested capitalists in the scheme, and in due time the
Montana Copper Mining Company was incorporated under
the laws of the State of Montana, with the chief office at
Truxton.
The Brown property was turned over to the company, and
I
.
Ted was elected president.
Old man Cooke was given some shares and made resident
manager of the mine, a post he was thoroughly competent
to fill .
A working capital was raised, machinery purchased,
buildings erected, and operations on the mine begun.
Judge Harper, who had taken a big block of the stock,
was made vice-president, but it was understood that for the
present he was to attend to all the duties of the president,
which his business experience qualified him for, while Ted
went to the site of the mine and acted as assistant to Tess's
father•in order to thoroughly inform himself about all the
details of copper mining.
Jes~ resigned his job with the Lookout Company and
got a much better position under Ted, together with a considerable amount of the stock of the new company.
Tess was thoroughly happy once more because Ted was
back where she could see him several times a week.
'rhe death of Tug Ralston had been a big relief to her,
for the rascal's persistency in following up Ted had kept
her continually on the anxious seat.
Thus several months passed away and the Montana Copper Mining Company began to attract attention in the commercial world as a promising producer of .an ore that was.
much needed in electrical and other industries.
OH.APTER XVI.
IN WHICH TESS COOKE SHOWS THE STUFF SI-m's MADE OF.

"Say, Ted," said Jesse one morning, walking into the
office of. the Montana mine in one of the buildings on the
property, "matters have come to a focus at last at the Lookout."
"What do you mean?" asked the young president of the
Montana Company.
"There's a strike on at the Lookout."
"A strike!" ejaculated 'l'ed.
"Yes. :For higher wages and shorter hours. You know
this thing has been on the books for some time."
"I know it has; but I didn't think it would come to a
head so soon."
"Well, it has. The Lookout is tied up completeJy."
That wasn't pleasant news for Ted to hear.
'rhe same hours and the same pay were in force at his
mine, and the dissatisfaction of the miners at the Lookout
was liable to spread to the Montana.
This state of .things was not entirely unexpected.
The miners in the district had been pulling wires for
shorter hours and increased pay for some time.
The3' had held meetings on the subject, where speeches
arguing in favor of better conditions from the•men's standpoint had been made, and the majority of the miners were
clearly in favor of bringing the matter to a!\ issue.
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Committees had waited on the superintendents of b~th
mines requesting that the change the men wanted be made.
·- The mining companies were not in favor of granting the
demands of their workers, and through their superintendents had given them to under,stand that fact.
· 'I'heir ultimatum was sullenly received by the men, who
proceeded to hold more meetings in order to decide what
they should do about it.
A secret meeting had been held by the committee working in the men's interests on the preceding Sunday.
What had transpired at that meeting was not generally
known.
As a matter of facL a last appeal to the mine owners had
been decided on, failure of which was to <;mlminate in a
strike at both mines.
The committee first waited on the superintendent of the
Lookout.
'l'he spokesman delivered the men's ultimatum, giving
the official forty-eight hours to communicate with the officers of the company at Truxton.
Then the committee called at the Montana mine.
Ted met the delegation.
The spokesman asked for old man Cooke 'and was told
that the superintendent had gone to Truxton and would
not be back for three days.
Instead of laying their ultimatum before Ted, the committee retired.
/
The young president, being a boy1 was not recognized by
the cGmmittee as of sufficient importance to confer with.
The men decided to wait till Cooke i'eturned.
On the morning with which this chapter opens the fortyeight hours allowed the Lookout people expired, and the
committee called on the superintendent of the mine for
their answer.
The superintendent told the men that the president of
the company -being away at New York, nothing could be
done until he returned.
This answer was not considered satisfactory.
The orJer was immediately given to strike, an(l every
worker in the mine quit at once.
Jesse Dane was talking to the Lookout's superintendent
when this happened, and he hastened back to tell Ted.
"Then we may look for trouble here," said the young
president.
''I'm afraid so. You said nothing to me about getting
an ultimatwu from that committee that was here Monday
noon."
"They didn't give me any ultimatum or anything else.
They asked to sec Mr. Cooke, and when I told them he was
away at Truxton and would not be back tmtil to-day or tomorrow, they said they would call again."
''Oh, I guess there'll be no strike here until the committee
submits its ultimatum. There's little doubt but they'll do
it, for we stand on the same footing with the Lookout people. It's a wonder that the committee didn't make their
demand to you, for you're the president of the company, and
the men know it."
"They said nothing to me one way or'the other, though
I asked the spokesman what business had brought the committee to the mine."
"You expect Mr. Cooke back to-day, don't you?"
"This afternoon or to-morrow morning."
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"What are you going to do if the men threaten to strike
unless their demands are complied with?"
"I'm in favor of a compromise. At this stage of the
game we can't afford to grant everything the men want. It
would hurt the company."
"A strike would hurt it, too, wouldn't it?"
"Yes; but of' the two evils I'd rather stand the strike
than surrender unconditionally. As soon as this company
is ,V-ell on its feet I shall advocate dividing our prosperity
with our workers; but we can't do that at present. It is
unreasonable for the men to expect as much from us as
from the Lookout, which has been established for some
years, and is making money."
"If the Lookout mine yielded to all demands we would
have to do the same, whether we could afford it or not, or
shut down indefinitely."
"That's true; but from what I know of the president and
officers of the Lookout there is little danger of such a thing
happening."
At that moment Tess Cooke appeared in the doorway.
"May I come in?" she asked -smilingly.
"Sure thing. Why not?" asked· Ted.
As soon as the girl entered the office Jesse said he had
some business outside to attend to.
l•'ifteen minutes late.r he came rushing back in a state of
gerat excitement.
"Ted," he cried, "a committee of Lookout strikers is outside·. They have been down in the mine and about a third
of our men have been induced to quit work."
"That so?" replied Ted. "T4at isn't a. square deal. I
must look into this."
He walked outside, followed by Tess and Jesse.
A crowd of demonstrative men was gathered near the
mouth of the main shaft.
More were coming up from . below as fast as the cage
could bring them.
"Wbat's the meaning of this?" demanded Ted, walking
up to the men.
,
"It means that we've quit until your company gives us
what we want-more pay and less hours," replied a big chap
in sulky defiance.
"You haven't submitted any final demand to that effect."
"Our committee was here on Monday, just the same."
"Your committe~ sail nothing to me whatever."
"Oh, you're only a boy. You don't count," replied the
fellow sneeringly.
"I guess you'll find that I count some," replied Ted resolutely. "I order you all to go back to work and then
submit the matter to Mr. Cooke when he gets back from
Truxton."
"You order us to go back to work!" answered the man
wrathfully. "You've got a lot of nerve for a kid. Who
do you think you're talkin' to?"
·
"I'm talking to j ou for one."
"D'ye hear that, fellers?" roared the man. "Are we
goin' to put up with his sass?"
"No, no!" cried the others angrily, surrounding the boy.
"Tumble him into the cage and send him down into the
mine."
"We'll do better than that," shouted the ringleader.
"We'll give him a free ride to the river in this here car.
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The ringleader, who was just behind, shouted :furiously
Seize him, some of you. Hand me that rope yonder and
at them.
we'll tic him in so that he can't get out."
"Are you goin' to let a gal stop you?" he snarled.
In spite of his resistance Ted Brown was lifted into the
car and tied there.
"You push the car if you think Ws safe to do it," growled
Then the angry copper miners proceeded i.o push the car one of the men in a sulky tone.
With an imprecation the leader started forward, put both
away from the mouth of the shaft toward the incline leading to the river.
hands on the car and was about to give it a powerful shove
This ride that the dissatisfied and turbulent crowd of that would have sent it against the girl and thence over tJ:ie
mine workers were bent on treating Ted to was no funny brink on to the incline, when Tess fired.
thing at all.
The follow uttered a terrible cry, put his hand t6 his
The steel ore car, in which the boy was speedily secured chest and swung half around.
by the wrists to each end of the rope passed down under the
Then he dropped like a stone.
"Back, all of you!" cried Tess, darting up to the car,
center of the vehicle, ran on rails that reached from the
mouth of the shaft clown a long, though not very steep menacing the crowd with her smoking weapon. "Back,
incline, to a small dock on the creek, or river, as some I say!"
called it.
The mob of miners stampeded in a moment.
Jesse, kn.ife in hand, sprang into the car and cut Ted
When filled with ore two )11.en guided it down _by means
of a small chain, and after its contents were dumped into loose.
"I hope you didn't kill Gleason, Tess," said Ted as he
the lighter at the wharf they hauled it back up the incline
to be refilled.
bent over the unconscious ringleader.
"No, I didn't shoot to kill, but to give those men a lesSeveral of these cars were continually passing up and
down on the rails during working hours, but at present the son."
"You gave 'it to them, all right," said Ted.
output of ore from the mine had come to a stop, and the
cars were idle.
Gleason . was dangerously, but not fatally, hurt, and he
If this particular car was sent over the edge of the in- recovered in time, but he never saw Tess Cooke after ,that
·
dine with Ted in it and allowed to ·cover the distance to but he kept her at a distance.
the wharf of its own accord, it was· bound to accumulate
Accompanied by Tess and Jesse, ·Ted tackled the miners
unusual speed, enough, in fact, to bounce the car clear over and got them to listen to reason.
'
the lighter into the creek.
The result was they returned to work again.
When Mr. Cooke returned he held an inter\fiew with the
In that case Ted, being unable to extricate hilnself from
his bonds, would surely be drowned.
strike com:rµ.ittee, explained to them the condition of the
Whether the men thought of that or not, certain it is new company and offered them reduced hours at the same
that they made no attempt to prevent the tragedy that was wages, promising, with 'l'ed's sanction, to increase the pay
almost certain to take place.
later on.
rrhe men accepted the compromise and all further trouble
Ted, however, was not destined to take that fatal ride.
·
As the car emerged from the crowd with its living ' bur- at the mine was averted.
den, Jesse Dane sprang forward to his chum's aid.
The strike went on at the Lookout, and a company of
As he laid his arm on the steel car to stay its progress State militia was sent to protect the company's property.
he was seized by a couple of the miners and hurled back
Eventually a compromise was agreed on similar to the
several yards.
one at the Montana· mine.
Then, with shouts of satisfaction, mingled with jibes
Two years later Ted married Tess Cooke, took up his reshurled at the helpless boy, the procession continued on.
idence in Truxton, and his duties as president of the comTed, however, had another defender-one who was pre- pany.
pared to give her life if need be to save him, but not before
'l'he stock of the Montana Copper Company by that time
she had made things exceedingly sultry for the crowd about had risen above par, and the boy, now a young man, was
the car.
independently w~althy.
That defender was Tess Cooke.
'l'hus, from an humble boy copper miner, Ted Brown had
Bounding forward like a fawn she placed herself, drawn risen to riches.
revolver in hand, right before the moving car.
THE END.
"Stop !" she cried imperiously. "Stop that car or I'll
shoot, and if I miss one of you out of six you can tie me in
the car, too."
Read "TIPS OFF THE TAPE; OR, THE BOY WHO
The men stopped and looked at her in some confusion.
STARTLED WALL STREET," which will be the next
Everyboay knew Tess Cooke, and they knew she held the number (146) of "Fame and Fortune Weekly."
lives of sjx men in her right hand.
They knew that she meant business, too, for the flash of
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
her eye and the ring of her voice carried conviction to the
are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
beP.oldcrs.
"Drop that car!" she cried. "Drop it this moment, or newsdealer, send the price in mor:ey or postage stamps' by
I'll lay every man of you out as stiff as a ramrod as sure mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
as the sun is shining this moment."
The men at the car released their hold on it an~ fell back... you order by return mail.
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GOOD STORIES.
The town of Cheshire, Mass., was known to fame for generations before Dalton had become a seat of statesmanship. It
was settled by some of the dairy farmers of Cheshire, England,
and for years its product was the most noted in the State, if
not in the country. Mr. Dean delights to tell the story of the
famous Cheshire cheese which was presented to Thomas Jefferson, and many a Congressman has added it to his store
Cheshire was strongly Republican, or
of knowledge.
anti-Federalist, in early times, and upon the inauguration of
Jefferson the Cheshire farmers decided that the product of ono
day's milking should be contributed by everybody, to be made
into a cheese to be given to the President. On the day appointed all the people gathered in their best bib and tucker,
the mysteries of cheesemaking were exemplified to their utmost, and the result, pressed into a huge cake in an immense
cider press, was found to be a mammoth cheese weighing 1,600
pounds. Representative George P. Lawrence is wont to tell
friends that when the cheese reached the vicinity of Baltimore
it had grown so old that it walked the rest of the way, but Mr.
Dean says this is not so, and as Mr. Dean still owns a part of
the apparatus with which the historic cheese was made, his
version still has the right of way.
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hunter might try for weeks without getting within rifle shot
of one. "'l'here t:1re not more than a dozen wolves in the whole
watershed of the Big Hole River," said this gentleman. "And
one of the best hunters in this country, Fred Francis, who
is familiar with every nook and corner in the valley, is of the
opinion there are not more than half a dozen. I am willing to
admit, however, the few there are make life a burden for the
stockfnen and keep them in constant fear of a midnight raid
on their animals. Wolves kill for the sport of killing and it is
seldom an animal survives after being bitten by a wolf, the
merest nip usually proving fatal. Only one wolf has been
killed there in the last two months, and that one was trapped
by Fred Francis. Its capture was purely a matter of luck.
Every man in the Big Hole carried a rifle, whether on horseback or traveling with a team to trade at a store or attend
church, in anticipation of getting an opportunity to kill a wolf
and secure the big bounty offered for the scalps. Two of the
prominent ranchmen and stockmen who reside near Chalk
Bluffs have secured several hundred dollars in subscriptions
from the ranchmen to pay a bounty of $25 for each wolf scalp
in addition to the bounty of $10 paid by the State. It is said
that not more than twenty wolves have been killed in the basin
during the last six years, but in that time thousands of>dollars'
worth of stock has been destroyed by these pests. So far as
known only one wolf has been poisoned in the Big Hole, and
that was thirteen years ago. They are more wary and cunning
than a fox and can smell a trap a mile away; they refuse to
take poison, and as -their depredations are committed in the
early dawn or in the night it is seldom that one is seen, even by
the most astute hunters. So all in all the wolf question is a
·
difficult proposition to deal with.''

JOKES AND JESTS.
)

The prince heard that great preparations were being made to
entertain him at Newport. "I'm afraid they'll make a monkey
of me,'' he commented.
She-Do you go to the opera much? He-Never. "~ut I understood your wife to say you were passionately fond of Italian
productions." "So I am; I love macaroni."

He-Dearest, will you be mine? She-Oh, how sudden! Do
give me a little time to think. He-I cannot wait another
Everybody is familiar with the big gray paper nests which minute. I have a $3-an-hour cab at the door.
wasps and hornets attach to trees and buildings during the
"And you say he got rich selling meal tickets, ten for u
summer. Nearly every boy has had some experience with
stirring up the hornets. Late in summer there are from five dollar? How was such a thing possible?'' "Oh, very simple.
hundred to flfteli:n hundred of these insects in a nest, and all Nobody ever went back after the second meal.''
of them are ready to battle for their home. In winter, howEastman-I understand your father owns a large ranch in
ever, you can take the nest down and examine its wonderful
structure with perfect safety, for its belligerent builders have New Mexico. Does be run it on scientific principles? Westentirely deserted it. Where have they gone? The males and lake-No; he runs it on money-making principles.
workers have scattered and died here and there on the last
"Dat utomobile dona killed five chickens while it were
autumn flowers, put the queens have concealed themselves in
their winter quarters. The large, bold faced hornets hide un- goin' down de road," said Miss Miami Brown. "Yes,'' answered
. der logs, bark and eaves. The smaller wasps crawl into Mr. Erastus Pinkley, "but de fus' cost of de machine is too
crevices of the buildings and rocks. A professor in a Western much to make de inves'ment profltabla."
college last winter pried down the decayed rock of an over"Well, Johnny, my, dear, how are you getting on with your
hanging cliff, and in the cracks of th~ loosely jointed rock he
found thousands of wasps henumbed il'i their winter quarters. French?" "Oh, very well, uncle. We translate quite nice, senWith the wasps were found numerous wood cockroaches and sible sentences now, such as 'My uncle never allows my birthhundreds of their large, diamond-shaped egg cases. The cock- day to pass without giving me a present,' or 'It {s certain that
roaches had been feeding on the helpless wasps and the im- my uncle will give me something quite sple;tdid this time.' "
mense number of the remains of both insects showed that they
Little Richard, who is five, and who has arrived at the dighad resorted to these same cliffs for many years.
nity of first trousers, was disgusted when he saw a little
One of the prominent men of the Big Hole section who was neighbor, aged three, arrayed also fo1 the first time in the
in the city expressed the opinion that there were only a few garments of distinction, says the "Woman's Home Companwolves left in that country, but that the few made it mighty ion." "Now, just look what they've do!le to Wilson's baby!" he
interesting for the stockmen. He says these wolves are very exclaimed. "They've gone and put it in pants before the>:
hard to trap, refuse to take poison, and that the most ex;pert. know whether it's going to be a boy or a girl!''

;
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A TRAGEDY IN HIGH LIFE
By. Paul Braddon.

Mrs. Barstow had not been a well woman in several years,
although there were no serious apprehensions regarding an
unexpected death.
She had been ailing for a couple of days past rather more
-than usual, and Dr. Dennett stopped to see her "about half-past
seven, as .he was on his way home, after making his last call.
The doctor had but just rung the bell when there reached hi~
ears a shrill and piercing shriek.
Suspecting that something of a startling character had hap.Pened, he pounded on the door on hearing rushing footsteps
go IJast without answering his summons.
The door was opened presently by a servant, who, at sight
of him, exclaimed:
"Thank Heaven! You're the very person that's wanted!"
"What is the matter?"
"It's the missus, sir."
"Where is she?"
"In yon."
The girl nodded toward the parlor.
On entering this spacious and magnificently appointed apartment the doctor saw fair Florence Barstow with her mother's
head resting on her lap.
The girl had been stroking her mother's face, and when
first seen by the doctor was piteously importuning her to open
her eyes.
Hat in hand, the doctor advanced.
Florence looked up, and on recognizing him gave him a
pitiful, prayerful look, that went straight to the doctor's heart.
But a single glance at the face of Mrs. Barstow told him
that his presence was of no avail. The lady was dead!
Hasty footsteps caused the doctor to turn his eyes slightly,
just far enough to see who it was. George Barstow had entered. He was in full evening clothes, as though he had intended going to some festivity.
He advanced, and as he saw his mother lying there, with her
head pillowed on Florence's lap, his hands clenched themselves
in a fierce way. The doctor noticed the fact, for it appeared
to him that there was nothing that should have drawn forth
such a manifestation.
Doctor Dennett had never liked George Barstow, and, on the
contrary, had never been liked by him.
They had ever avoided each other, never meeting face to face
save by accident.
Somehow it had always seemed to the doctor that George
was out of his place in a family like this. Dressed in fine
clothing though he was, there was something essentially coarse
and vulgar about him, which could not be said of Florence or
the mother.
And Mr. Barstow, who had died a few years before, had been
noted as a man of polish.
George Barstow was the first to speak.
"Is mother dead?" he hoarsely asked.
The doctor gravely bowed.
"No, no!" Florence cried, in anguished tones. "You do notcannot mean that!"
"It is too true," the doctor kindly said. "You must try to
bear bravely up under your sorrow, and please be kind enough
to go to your own room."
Sobbing convulsively, Florence obeyed.
George hoarsely asked:
"Have you been expecting her to die, doctor?"
"For some time, of course."
"But within a short time?"
"No. Why?"
"Because it would have been an injustice to us to have kept
us in ignorance had you expecte\i sueh. a sudden termination
to her trouble."
The doctor was gazing curiously at George.

The lattet now dropped into a chair and buried his face in
his hands, giving way to deepest grief.
Doctor Dennett felt certain, however, that George's grief was
not so great as to prevent him slyly viewing through his interlaced fingers every motion that he made.
When the doctor called in the housekeeper and asked for
assistance to remove the body upstairs, George Barstow' drew
a deep breath of relief.
"She died a natural death, then, doctor?" he said.
"Yes. Had you reason to think otherwise?"
"Oh, no!-not at all! I didn't mean so much if she had died
a natural death as if she had died from the complaint for
which you were treating her. I have a horror of coroners and
post mortems, and unless death was due to some cause known
to yourself that would have to follow, wouldn't it?"
"Yes."

"You don't consider there's any need of it now?"
"Hardly."
It was clear that in this fact there was a source of infinite
relief to George Barstow, more so than the circumstances
would seem to warrant, as there was no need of his seeing the
post mortem, had one been considered necessary.
The doctor went home, in a ruminative mood, about ten
o'clock.
He had hardly reached his private apartment when there was
a ring at the door-bell.
\
It brought an impatient exclamation to his lips, for he had
no desire to go out again to-night. However, the servant
showed in a man "to see him in the office."
The doctor faced his caller languidly, then sprang to his feet,
and, extending his hand, exclaimed:
"The very man I was thinking about!"
"Is that so?"
"Yes. How's the detective business?"
"Flourishing. Crime never seems to die. It just grows and
waxes stronger day by day."
"As I said, I was thinking about you. Something has just
happened that has in it a suggestion that I don't like to entertain, but--"
"Let's hear it."
"You've heard of Mrs. Barst9w?"
"Yes."

"She died early this evening.''
"Well?"
"She had been ailing with a complaint that was liable to
terminate fatally at any time, although her general health,
outside of that, was so excellent that I didn't think it would
happen."
"I am listening to you."
The doctor had hesitated, as though loth to voice what was
in his mind.
In a half-apologetic tone he said:
"A post mortem may settle the whole thing honorably, and
Heaven knows I hope it may. It seemed to me that her son
did not act naturally under the circumstances."
"In what way diet he not?"
The doctor went over the scene that had been enacted in
the parlor and the questions put to him.
The detective listened with face growing grave.
When the other bad finished he said:
"You will find your worst fears realized, doctor."
"Do you know anything?"
The doctor was on his feet at once.
"I do. I know that George Barstow is a miserable cur, a.
man who inherited all the worst traits of his depraved ancestry--"
"Hold on!-hold on! That is harsh to say of Mr. and Mrs.
Barstow--"
"George Barstow was not their child," the detective inter·
rupted.
The doctor had risen from his chair a minute before. He
now dropped back in it as though he had received a shock.
"Is that so?" he said, when he could speak.
"It is. Ten years ago Mr. Barstow had his suspicions excited on that point, and sent for me. He gave me his fullest
confidence, and explained that at the time when his first
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child was born he was away from home. Little George was
two months old when he reached home.
"Five or six years later, he said, he had encountered a
woman on the street who claimed the child was hers. She was
in a half:intoxicated condition, and he attributed it to a brain
the worse fo.r drink.
"Well, not to burden you with what he told me, I will say
that I star
in to trace up the life of the little one. I found
who had been Mrs. Barstow's nurse. Later I found that the
nurse had been permitted, through very careless management,
as you, a doctor, can appreciate, to take the babe out before it
was a week old. I tracked the nurse to the haunts she visited,
and, by a liberal use of money, quickened the memories of a
nu;mber of people who knew the nurse and had seen her there
with Mrs. Barstow's child.
"I learned from thoroughly good sources that Mrs. Barstow's
baby had been permitted to fall downstairs, breaking its neck.
In this dilemma., a graceless creature offered the nurse her
week-old child, and it was this babe that the nurse took back
to the Barstow home.
"When I explained it all to Mr. Barstow I could see that he
felt that he had cause for both joy and sorrow.
"There was sorrow to be felt, inasmuch as he now had no
son, although I, who was not blinded, saw evil traits in the
child then, and thought he really had cause for joy in that
respect.
"The sense of joy that he experienced was In the fact that
my investigations reheved his wife from all suspicion of having in any way deceived him. I know that some such thought
bore more heavily on him than all the rest together.
"Believing that she loved the child as her own, Mr. Barstow
extracted a pledge from me never to relate these circumstances
save under certain conditions. His wife was never to learn
of George's not being her child, saving in such manner as he
might arrange.
"Whether Mrs. Barstow learned, or not, I cannot say, but
I think it likely that she knew. In some way-direct or indirect-I think her learning the truth resulted in her death."
The doctor looked long and fixedly upon the detective.
"You think George murdered her?" he then inquired.
"I do not say that. She might have died from the shock of
learning the truth. What was the appearance of her body?
Was there a suggestion of poisoning?"
"No-o-o," slowly, hesitatingly.
"You are not very positive."
"I couldn't be, without a post mortem. There's but one poison that it could be, I think, and that is--"
"What?"
.
"It might be aconite."
Slowly the detective said:
"George Barstow bought half an ounce of aconite this afternoon!"
Again the doctor leaped to his feet.
He paced the floor a while, and then he hoarsely asked:
"What is best to be done?"
'
"We must go to the house at once. It was pure accident that
told me of the purchase of aconite, and suspecting him capable
of any crime, and knowing you were the family doctor, I called
to tell you of it. But it would seem that the villain c\jtl not let
the grass grow under his feet."
In George's room was found a half-ounce phial labeled
aconite, of which more than a third was missing. The detective hesitated no longer, but put a pair of handcuffs on
George's wrists.
Half an hour later some papers were discovered in Mrs.
Barstow's room that'gave the key to the crime.
Before his death Mr. Barstow had discovered that George
was not the boy or man he should have been. In fact, he
dreaded the worst for him. After his death Mrs. Barstow
f.ound a packet addressed to. her, and on the exterior the words :
"To be opened only when George may come home intoxicated,
or be guilty of some action belittling his father's memory."
Occasion had come for Mrs. Barstow's opening the package.
Whether she then for the first time learned that George- was
not her child, I have never had means of knowing.
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George broke down immediately on finding him'self a prisoner, ,and wept and begged and pleaded to be let go.
He made a clean breast of the crime.
Mrs. Barstow had again and again forgiven him for deeds
that were a disgrace to himself and her, but instead of being
touched by her generosity he abused her trust more and more.
He had forged her name to a check two days before, and
then had told her of it, fearing that it would not be accepted
at the bank, and begging that she would guarantee it as all
right if tne check were sent to her.
This she refused to do, and in firm, determined tones informed him that now the end had come. She would give him
a week to obtain a position of some sort, and then she would
proclaim to the world that he was not of her blood, that she
was not to be reflected upon through his misdoings.
Counting on the fact of his not being her son being known
to nobody else, he resolved to end her existence, and, in the
absence o.f a will, share up the property with Florence.
The post mortem, held the following morning, revealed the
fact that death was due to aconite, and George had admitted
that it was administered by his hand.
Just before the time set for his trial, George went stark mad.
Removed to an asylum, he there di ed in a padded cell, into
which he had been placed to prevent. his dashing his brains
out.
Some college professors insist that the examination system
is a failure and tlie:l' can cite instances which they believe bear
out their side of the case. One of these faculty men, a recent
graduate from a large university, said: "When I was in college th.ere wa~ a man of great capacity who had neglected one
course from his freshman year when he got a condition. When
it came down to his senior year he had to make it up, but he
let it go until the very last set of examinations. Then he had
to get it off or lose his degree. This man knew so little of Ger·
man, the course in which he was deficient, that he could not
t-ven read the printed words with ease, let alone understand
them. But he passed the examination. He went to a man in
his class who was proficient in German, armed with sets of examination papers in that course for about six years back. They
picked out the recurrent questions until finally they saw that
there were enou gh, which were included in the various papers
of each year to insure a passing percentage. This man, who
as I said was of great capacity, then proceeded to memorize a
correct answer to each of these quetsions. He had a keyword
for each question, so that h e would recognize it even if it were
not worded exactly as the one on a previous paper. With this
sort of work, which took him about all night, he went into the
examination and passed off a year's work triumphantly."
A singular passion for literally reveling in gold is exhibited
now and then by men who have suddenly become rich. Some
years ago a London journalist, who had speculated in railroad
stocks, netted five thousand pounds as the result of a lucky
venture. Drawing it in gold, the fortunate man repaired to a
hotel, emptied the bags of gold in the bed, and went to sleep
literally in the sands of Pactolus. The man was so crazed by
!)is good fortune that he found indescribable pleasure in reveling in a golden bath. Paganini, the violinist, when he received the proceeds of his concerts (he insisted upon being
paid in gold), used to wash his hands in sovereigns. A French
novelist, Soulie, wrote a book entitled "The Memoirs of the
Devil." It toolt; the publishers paid him for the first volume
ten thousand dollars in gold. The author carried the gold to
his bedroom, poured it into a foot bath, and enjoyed for half
an hour the excitement of moving his feet to and fro in a
bath of gold coins, smoking, meanwhile, the biggest of Havanas. A Boston merchant of great wealth, believing certain
symptoms indicated that he would become insane, consulted
a specialist, and under his advice be.c ame an inmate of a pri·
vate asylum. For twelve years there his recreation was piling
up gold coins and then knocking them over. At times he
washed his hands in gold eagles and half-eagles. At the end
of the long seclusion he returned to his counting room, and in
twelve months confirmed the thoroughness of his recovery by
amassing five hundred thousand dollars.
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also rulei: for punctuation and composition, with 1pecimen letters,

--~=======================:::=========;===================================
THE STAGE.

No. 41. THE BOYS 01!" NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
1 BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
' most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
I this wonderful little book. NEW YORK s·ruMP SPEAKER.No. 42. THE BOYS OF
Con taining a varied assortment of i:;tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
' and Irish. Also end men's jokes. J ust the thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. '.l.'HE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
~D J OKI!l BOOK.-Something new and very instructive. Every
lloy should obtain this book, as it contains full instructions for 01·pnizing an amateur minstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
Jlke books ever published, and it is bl'imful of wit and humor. It
eontil.ins a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
..e day. l!lvery boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
ebtain a copy immediately.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing complete instructions how to make up for various characters on the
ltage; together with the duties of the Stege Manager, Prompter
lk'enic Artist and Prope1-ty Man. By a prominent Stage Mana'ger'.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular «Jerman comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
eolored cover containing a half-tone photo of t he a uthor.

HOUSEKEEPING.

N~. 16. H9W TO KEEP A, WIND.OW GARDEN.'-Containing
full mstruct1ons for constructmg a wmdow garden ei tber in town
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful
flowers a t home. The most complete book of the kind ever pub,
lished.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most Instructive books
on cookini ever published. It. contains. recipes for cooking meats,
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddmgs, cakes and all kinds of
pastry, a nd a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
cooks.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for
everybody, boys, girls, men and women ; it will teach you how to
make almost anything around the house, su<:'h as parlor ornaments
bra.ckets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching bird!i.'

ELECT RICAL.

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing fo_.
teen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a.II the popular ~uthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the molt
simple and conc1s2 manner possible.
No. 49. _HOW TO DEBA'l'E.-Glving rules for conducting debates, outhnes for debate(), questions fo1· discussion and tbe blll
sources for procuring infot'Illation on the questions given.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIR'l'.-'.rhe arts ana wiles ot' flirtation art
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of
har:.dkerchief, fan, glove, parasol, window and hat fli rtation it coa•
tains a full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which fa
in.teresting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happf
without one.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
·little book just issued by l!"rank '.l.'ousey. It contains fu ll instructions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at partiea,
bow to dress, and full directions for calling off in a ll popular square
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete gui de to love,
court~hip and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules a nd etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not gen·
era!Jy known.
No. H. ROW '.rO DRESS.-Oontaining fu ll instructinn in the
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving the
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW '1'0 BECOME BEAUTIFUL.- One of the
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the world.
Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
female. '!'he ·Secret is simple, and almost costless, Read this bollk
and be convinced how to become beautiful.

BIRDS AND ANIMALS.

N

No. 7. HOW TO KEEJ;> BlRDS.-Handsomely illustrated ancJ
containing full instructions for the management and train ing of the
canary, mockingbird, bobolink. blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illus·
•
trated. By Ira Drofraw.
No. 40. HOW '.l.'O :HAKE AND SET TRAPS.- I ncluding hints
on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
Also how to cure skins. Oopiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND AN I MALS ._..~
valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mount in1
and preserving birds, al}imals and insects.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Grving COM•
plete information as to tbe manner and method of raising, keeping.
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; a lso giving full
instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twen ty-eight
illustrations, making it the most complete book of t he kind ever
published.

No. 46. HOW TO MA.KE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-'.A: deecription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism ;
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty ii·
lustrations.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con·
taining full <lirections for making electrical machines, induction
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLANEOUS.
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks
No. 8. HOW TO BECOi\IE A SCIENTIST.- 'A: us~eful and lti•
' structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex•
iogether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
A"'NMENT.
ENTERT-"''
rectfons fo1· making fireworks, colored fires, and gas baUoons. Thi9'
No. 9. HOW TO BECOi\IE A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW 'l'O l\IAKID CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candt'.• ice-creall!..,syrup~essences, etc~ etc. .
8±. ·lIOW TO B.l!lCOME At'f AU'.l.'uOR.-Containing full
No.
the
tudes every night with bis wonderfu} lmitations), can master
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
createst book !'ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTER'l'AIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general com·
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
.
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·Hiland.
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the - No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR-A won•
derful book. containing useful and practical inforDJlltion in the
money than anv book published.
No. 35. HO\V TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and 'ailments common to every
family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com•
bagatelle,
billiards,
of
book, containing the rules and regulations
plaints.
backgammon. <'roquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Con·
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and a rranging
of stamps and coins. Hl}ndsomely illustrated.
and witty sayings.
No. 58. IIOW TO BE A DE'.l.'EOTIVE.-By Old K ing Brady,
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY OA.RDS.-A complete and handy little
book, giving the rules and f1;;.. 'irections for _playing Euchre, Crib· the world-known detective. In which he lilys down some va luable
ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventure•
bage, Casino, Forty·Five,
Auction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contaln·
over three bun·
PUZZLES.-Containing
DO
TO
No. 66. HOW
dred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how t o work it;
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
I~~~iarencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain w. De w.
ETIQUETTE.

R'

No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MI LITARY
full explanations how to gain admittance,
course of Study, Examinations. Duties, Stalf of Officers, Post
Guard, Police Regnlations. Fire 'Department, and all a boy should
know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled and written by Lu Senarens, a uthor
of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW '.I.'O BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Oomplete In·
struc.tlons of bow to gain admission to the Al)napolis Naval
Academy. Also containing the course of instrucUor,, description
D ECLAMATION.
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF i:o!JCYTATIONS. of grounds and buil<lings, historical sketch. and everything a bof
-Containing the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch shoulg know to berome an officer in the United States Navy. Oom~alect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and writt<:'n by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become(l
'
West Point Military Cadet."
Sith many standard readings.

No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
la a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know
all about. '!'here's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW TO REHA VFJ.-Containing the rules and etiquette
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of appearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and
.
.
lD the drawing-room.

CADET.-Containin~
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AW AKE · WEEKLY''
CONTAINING STORIES OF B .OY FIREMEN.

32 PAGES
PRICE 5 CENTS
108 Young Wide Awake's Little Pard; or, The Boy Hero of the 113 Young Wide Awake's Secret Enemies; or, The Plot to
COLORED COVERS

Flames.

Destroy a City.

109 Young Wide Awake's Fiery Duel; or, Teaching the Nep- 114 Young Wide Awake's Sudden Fear; or The Fireman's

tunes a Lesson.
.
·
Trick that Won the Day.
110 Young Wide Awake and the Old Vet; or, Working Shoulder 115 Young Wide Awake and the Wreckers; or, Saving the
to Shoulder.
Government Mail.
111 Young Wide Awake's Dangerous Deal; or, The Only Chance 116 Young Wide Awake's Plucky Drive; or, Bridging a
for Life.
Chasm of Fire.
112 Young Wide Awake and the Factory Boys; or, The Feat 117 Young Wide Awake and the Briber; or, The Test that
that Made Him Famous.
Makes a Man,

"THE LI BER.TY BOYS OF .'76"
•

CONTAINING REVOLUTIONARY STORIES

32 PAGES
PRICE 5 CENTS
384 The Liberty Boys on Picket Duty; or, Facing the Worst of 389 The Liberty Boys and the Press Gang; or, The Raid on
COLORED COVERS

Dangers.

• Fraunces' Tavern.

385 The Liberty Boys and the Queen's Rangers; or, Raiding the 390 The Liberty Boys at the Peath Line; or, Saving the Pris-

oners of Logtown.
Ra.iders.
386 The Liberty' Boys at Savannah; or, Attacked on All Sides. 391 The Liberty Boys in Prison; or, The Escape from the Old
Sugar House.
387 The Liberty Boys and De Kalb; or, Dick Slater's Last 392 The Liberty Boys Flanking the Enemy; or, Putnam's
Bullet.
Clever Ruse.
388 The Liberty Boys' Seven Battles ; or, Fighting in the 393 The Liberty Boys and the Night Watch; or, When the
Forest.
British Held New York.
·

' ' SECRET .

SER.VICE

' j

OLD AND YOUNG KING BRADY, DETECTIVES

COLORED COVERS

32

485 The Bradys and the Silver Seal; or, The Strangest of All
Clews.
486 The Bradys Tracking "Joe the Ferret" ; or, The Worst
Croolt in the World.
487 The Bradys and the Chinese Secret Society; or, After the
Band of Five.
488 The Bra dys and Mr. Midnight; or, The Mystery of the
House of Mirrors.
4.S9 The Bradys After the 'Frisco "Dips"; or, The Sharpest
Crooks in the West.

PRICE 5 CENTS
490 The Bradys and the Yellow Boy; or, The Mystery of a

PAGES

Night Hawk Cab.
491 The Bradys and the Queen of Pell Street; or, The Hidden

Hut in Chinatown.
492 The Bradys' Gold Vault Clew; or, Who Killed Treasurer
Black?
493 The Bradys and the Factory Fiends; or, The Clew Found
in the Dark.
494 The Bradys on a Death Ship; or, The Secret of the "Seven
Sisters."
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Fame and Fortune -·Weakly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

COLORED COVERS

SELF-MADE MAN

PRICE 5 Ots.

ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY

32 PAGES

'l;his Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take
advantage of passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in tile lives of
ou r most successful self-made men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can becowe famous and wealthy.
ALREADY PUBLISHED.
An Eye to Business; or, The Boy Who Was Not Asleep.
Tipped by the Ticker; or, An Ambitious Uoy In Wall Street.
On to Success; ot-, The Boy Who Got Ahead.
A Rid for a Fortune; or, A Countl'y Boy in Wall Stt·eet.
Bound to Rise: or, D'ightlng Ill s \\·ay to Success.
Out fot· the Dollars ; OL', A Smart Boy In Wall Street.
For Fame and Fortune; o t-, The Boy Who Won Both.
A Wall Stree t Winner; OL", Making a Mint of Money.
'!'be Road to Wealth ; or, The Boy Who Fouud It Out.
On t he Wiug: or, The Young i\lercury of \Yall Street.
A Chase for a l~o rtun e; or, 'l'he Boy Who Hustl ed .
Juggling 'Yi th the Mal'ke t; or, T!.Je iloy \\' bo Made it Pay.
'ast Adl'lft; or, The Lu ck of a Ho me less Boy.
Pl aying the Market; o r. A Keen Doy in Wall Stl'ee t .
A l'ot of Money : o r, The Lega cy of 11 Lu cky Boy.
From !tags to W e.h es; or. A Lu c ~y ';Yall S t r e~ t Messenger.
On His Me rits : or, The Smartest Jloy Alh•e.
Trapping th e Brokers; or, A Game Wall Street Boy.
A Mi llio n in Gold; or, Tile T1·eusu 1·e of S a nta Crnz.
Bound to Make Mon ey : o r, l•' rom the West to Wall Street.
Th e Boy i\laguate ; ot-, "laking Baseball l'ay.
i\Jaking ~lon ey, or, A · Wall .'trec t :llesse nge t"s Lu ck.
A ll a rvest of Gold; or, The But·i ed Treasure of .:o ral Island.
Un the Curb; o r, Beating the \\' ali St l'eet ilroke l's.
\lil A l•' l'eal< of Fortune : or, 'l.'be Boy Wh o S t rn ck Lu ck.
94 'l.' he P ri nce of Wall Street: Ol', A Hig Ut:a l fo " Rig :llouey.
U;J :::ital'tlpg !!is Own Business: or. The lloy \\'ho Caught On.
IJU A Corne r in ::>tock ; OL", Th e \\'a ll Street ll oy \\' ho \You.
!l7 First in the l~ ield: or, Doi ng r:u s incss fo r Himself.
tl A Broke r at h:ighteen: or. Hov Gi lbe r t's Wall Street Career .
9!\ Only a Dollar : or, From En·ancl lloy to Ownet'.
100 Price & Co., Boy Broke rs : or. The Ynn ng Trade rs of Wall Street.
101 A Winning Ulsk; or. Th e Roy 'Yh o :11aclo Good .
102 F rom a Dime to a Million ; 0 1', A Wi1Je-Aw a ke Wall Street Boy.
10:'! Th e Path to Good Lu ck : o r, Th e fl oy :ll 111er of Death Valley.
10-1 :Ila rt :\lorton's Money: or, A Co rn e r In Wa ll Street Stocks.
11)5 Famous at Fourteen· or, Th e Hoy Wh o "l a de' a Great Name.
106 Tips to Fortune; OL'. A Lu cky \\-,111 S t 1·ect Dea l.
107 Striking Ill s Gait; or. Th e l'e ril s of a Boy 8nginee r.
108 Fro'm, Mes s~ nger to i\llllion a ire : Ol'. A Boy·s Luck in Wall Street.
lOll Th e Hoy <::Old Hun te rs; o r, Afte r a l'irate's Treasure.
110 Tr icking t he Trnders: o r, A \\'a ll Street Ho.v ·s G"me of Chan ce.
111 Ja ck i\le rry's Grit: or. ~lal<ln g a ~I a n of Uim self.
J 12 -~ ~o lden Shower; or, The Hoy Hanke r of Wa ll Stl'eet.
11 3 ~laking a Record: or, The Lu ck of ' 11 "Vo rking Boy.
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A Fight for i\Inney: or, From S chool to Wall Street.
Stranded Out \Yest: or, The Boy \Yh o Found a Silver Mine.
Ben Hassford·s Luck: or. Wol' lcing on Wall Street Tips.
A Young Gold King: or, The 'J'reasu l'e of the Secret Caves.
Bound to Get Rich: OI'. Ilow a \\' a ll Street Boy ~l ade ~Ioney .
l.i'riendle•s l•'rank: or. Th e 1:ov 'Yho HeC'arne b'amous.
A $30,000 Tip: or, The Young \Yeazel of \\'all St1·Pct.
Plucky Bob: or, The Boy \Yho \Yoo Success.
l<' r orn Newsboy to Banket·; Ol', !lob Lake's Hise in Wall Street.
A Golden .Stake: or, 'I.he Treasure of the Ind ies.
A Grip on the ~l a rk et: ot·. A llot 'l'ime in Wall Street.
\Yatching . His Chan ce; or. From l•'e n ·y iloy to Captain.
A Game fo r Gold: or, Th e Young l'ing of Wall Street.
A Wizard for Luck: or, Ucttin~ .\head in the \Yot·ld.
A Fortune at Sta ke ; or, A \\ all :Stree t Messe uget"s Deal.
Hi s Last );ic·kel: " '" \\' h at It l>,d t'ol' J a cK !{and.
Nat Nobl e. t he Little Broker: 01'. The lloy Who :Started a Wall
Street Pani c.
131 A Struggle for Fame: 01'. The Gamest Roy in the Wo rld .
132 The Young ) louey ~Iag u ate: or. The \\' all Street Boy Who
Broke the )l arket.
1 33 A Lu cky Co ntract : or, Th e Hoy \\'ho )lade a Raft of ~lon ey.
l 34 A Big Risk : or. Tb c Gam e that '\'on.
13\• Ou l'ira te's Is le : 01'. Th e T 1·easu1·r of th Seven Craters.
1 36 A Wall Stt·eet :\lystet·y : Ol'. '1.' he Boy Who Beat the :Syudi cate.
137 Di ck H a dley' s :\line; o r, Th e Lloy Uolcl Diggel'S or ~Iexico.
138 A Boy 8tock1Jroker: o r, Fl'om I·; l'l'and Buy to )!illionail'e. \A
\\·a ll Street Sto ry. )
139 F acing the \Yol'ld: or, A Poo l' no.'"S l? igbt fot• Fortune.
A
Tip Wo l'th a )Ii Ilion; or, !low a Hoy 'i'i'orked It in Wa ll
HO
Street.
.
Hl Billy the Cabin Roy: Ol'. The Tl'easure or :::ikeletou Island .
142 Just Ilis Lurk: or. ('limb ing t lh' Ladder of Fame and Fol'tnUP.
H i! Out with His 0wn Circus: ot'. Th e SuC'cess of a Young Barnum.
l ·H l'laying for )l oney: or, The J:o.v Tl'ade r of \\'a !I :::itre<•t.
145 Th e Boy Coppel' )line r: o r. T eel Bl'own's Rise to Ri ches.
1-16 'l'ips oil' t.be T ape : o r. The Bo.Y \Yh o Stal'tled Wall Stt·pet.
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